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Growth-Governiment Policies-Foreign Aid
The intricate relationship between economic growth, government policies, and foreign aid is the topic of our leading articles. The
transition countries-after fifty to severnty years of mismanagement-can hardly afford to preserve wasteful resource allocation
and antibusiness attitudes: the price is economic stagnation and increased poverty. Broadly based reform policies, in contrast,
boost growth and foreign investment. An analysis of Freedom House's latest country rankings indirectly confirms these conclu-
sions, emphasizing that democracy and economic reform are closely related. The relationship between foreign aid and reform
is the subject of the last article in the block. While aid cannot "buy' economic policies, it is more effective when it is allocated to
countries with good policies.

Reform Boosts Growth and What's Inside
Foreign Investrrient Freedom House's 1997 Rankings 4

by Marcelo Selowsky and Ricardo Martin Aid and Government Policies 6

Transition Interview with the EBRD's
Both the policy track record and the eco- direct investment (FDI) in these coun- Nicholas Stern 8
nomic performance of the transiticn tries has grown less and so have the
economies have begun to differ signili- private sectors. Enterprise Divestiture in Belarus 11
cantly. The Czech Republic, Hungary, Battle over Russia's Natural Monopolies 13
Poland, and Slovenia have experience!d There is also variability in performance
both sustained growth and a reduction across the countries that formed part Gazprom Documents-Lostand Found 14
in inflation, and are attracting significant of the Soviet Union, including, the Bal- Firm Restructuring in the CEE 15
foreign direct investment.The four coun- tic economies.The Baltic countries have
tries moved early and forcefully to liber- made as much progress with reform as
alize and privatize their economies and the most advanced Central European re- IPO-PLUS Approach to Privatization 20
to depoliticize the allocation of credit. formers, and their economies are grow- Transition Economies and the WTO 22
Their private sectors today accounit ing. Armenia, Georgia, and the Kyrgyz
for an average of two-thirds of GDP. Republic have made significant progress What Is the WTO? 23
In other transition economies, such Eas in reducing inflation and liberalizing, and Cuba's Small Businesses 24
Bulgaria and Romania, progress in in- in 1996 they achieved GDP growth of
flation and growth has been more er- about 5 percent. By contrast, measured World Bank/IMF Agenda 26
ratic. Privatization and banking sector output is still declining in the three larg- Conference Diary 31
reform have been slower and the est countries in Eastern Europe-
quasi-fiscal deficit remains a source Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine. Until New Books and Working Papers 33
of inflationary pressures and crowd- recently, Russia had advanced much Bibliography of Selected Articles 39
ing out of the private sector. Foreign faster in price liberalizaticn and
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Figure 1 Predicted Output Recovery in Russia: private sector output (but we also re-
Two Reform Scenarios port the results using unadjusted GDP).

8 I Our results show that good domes-
tic policies boost economic growth

6 Scenario 2:strong acceleradon of reforms and foreign directnvmet the
stardng in 1997 and foreign direct investment. The

impact of policies on growth is highly
4 -Scenario 1:stagnantlevelofliberalizalon (at1995ie significant in both Central Europe and

____________ 2___________ .____,______ in the CIS and the Baltic countries, but
o dynamic impact differs depending on

initial conditions. More specifically:
o 6 / T 1998 1999 2000 2 0 * Policy reforms significantly affect

2 -2 / / output growth over an extended pe-
// riod (three years). The hypothesis that

-4 // (Preiiminary accuaIgrowth for 1996; proiectdons for 1997-2001) there is no effect or that it is entirely
immediate can be strongly rejected.

l6 The complete transformation to a fully
Source: the Authors. liberalized economy is associated with

a 21 percent increase in GDP in the
privatization, although Ukraine is now We estimated the empirical association countries of both Central Europe and the
catching up. In Belarus there has been between improved domestic policies and CIS, as well as in the Baltics (18 to 20
no progress in policy reform. growth, making a special effort to test percent with unadjusted growth).

the dynamics of policies (that is, whether * Countries of the CIS-Baltic States
Output growth in the four advanced Cen- they operate with a lag). The progress in and Central Europe differ signifi-
tral European countries came from im- policy reforms was measured by the Lib- cantly in their output response to
proved resource allocation, both within eralization Index ("From Plan to Market: policy changes. A particular difference
firms and across firms and sectors. Patterns of Transition," Policy Research is in the immediate impact of reforms,

Some reallocation of resources and ef- Working Paper 1564, World Bank, 1996) which is negative in countries of the
ficiency gains have taken place within calculated by de Melo, Denizer, and Gelb. CIS-Baltic States and positive in Cen-

state-owned firms, as they have had to Measured GDP growth was adjusted to tral Europe. This means that liberaliza-

face tight credit, competition, and im- take into account the underreporting of tion has an up-front "investment cost"

proved export prospects due to the lib-
eralization of the trade regime. Mosteraliztimport tha e thade regrowt Mof Figure 2 Liberalization Helps Foreign Direct Investment
important has been the growth of new
private firms taking advantage of the 41

assets released by state-owned enter- 4.0

prises being downsized or liquidated.
3.5

Between 1989 and 1995 the share of x

the private sector in GDP doubled in 3.0 / ,

Poland, quadrupled in Hungary, and in- (,

creased tenfold in the Czech Republic. a /
2.0 

As time passes, the share of growth 15 1.5

derived from improved resource alloca- 1.0

tion will gradually diminish. Growth will

be determined more by physical and hu- 05

man capital accumulation. Domestic in- 0.0 0

vestment rates and the ability of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Yewrs

countries to attract foreign direct invest- -owieralizadon Years FDI-Fastliberalizadon

ment (with embodied technical change) - - -- Liberalizadon index-Slowprogress -Liberalizatonindex.Fastprogress

will become the main source of growth. Source: the Authors.
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in the CIS-Baltic countries. This may re- that there is a minimum threshold of re- negative impact. There are some limits
flect their more adverse initial conditions: forms needed to attract foreign investors. in trying to accelerate output recovery
a higher initial share of negative valLie through targeted interventions that pro-
added and military output, artificially lo- The existence of a delayed response im- vide direct credit to the private sector,
cated industries, and the lack of a legal plies that the speed of reforms is sig- finance infrastructure projects, or
framework supporting markets and pri- nificant. Figure2comparesthepredicted speed up legal reforms ahead of
vate property. All these make resource levelsofforeigndirectinvestmentfortwo progress on the policy front. Such in-
reallocation more difficult. However, it countries eventually reaching full liber- terventions first require a minimum
does not change the general proposition alization. "Fast" reformers reach that amount of progress in stabilization, lib-
that fast stabilization, liberalization, and level in three years, while for "slow" re- eralization, and privatization so as to
privatization bring benefits earlier. formers, it takes seven years. As a re- first develop a demand for credit, a de-

sult, cumulative foreign investment in the mand for infrastructure services, and a
Russia scenarios. We simulated slow reformer is only half that in the fast demand for the rule of law.
Russia's future output growth under two reformer, with annual flows still 25 per-
alternative reform scenarios (figure 1). cent below its counterpart even by the Marcelo Selowsky is Chief Economist
In the first scenario, the Liberalization end of the reform period. and Richardo Martin is Senior Econo-
index does not improve beyond its 1995 mist in the Europe and Central Asia
level. In the second, reforms accelerate Implications for foreign assistance. Regional Office, the World Bank.
quickly so that by 1999 Russia reaches The high return to policy reform implies
current liberalization levels for the Czech that foreign assistance must be strictly The article is based on the authors' pa-
Republic and Hungary. Under stagnant conditional on policy progress but also per, "Policy Performance and Output
reform, positive growth is reached in largely untied, to maximize consump- Growth in the Transition Economies,"pre-
1997, leveling out at a level of about 2 tion smoothing in the interim, particu- sented at the Annual Meetings of the
percent a year. Accelerating reforms larly in the CIS-Baltic countries where American Economic Association, Janu-
postpones the bottoming out of output better policies may have a temporary ary 4-7, 1997, in New Orleans.
for another year, but then output grovvs
quickly, reaching about 7 percent (4 per-
centwith unadjusted growth) in 2001.The Being Up To Date
figure clearly shows the extra years of
low growth, that is, the "investment" un-
der the reform acceleration scenario. T| lm

Obviously, the high level of growth to aA

which the recovery converges under the -

accelerated reform case is a short-term
or "transition" convergence. To be sus- .l.-. .I
tained, it must be validated by enough I . ___ f
capital accumulation and productiviity \' * i _K=]
growth, the long-run sources of growth. x X . .i_

The flows of foreign direct investment fu LX i; 7. .;

can give a useful indication of future ouit- _ ,> . Syi
put growth, as they reflect the desire to s 6'
invest in the country. We used the fetct I
that there is now a reasonable amoLint ' D , " 

of data to test their link to policy im- _n- r . .

provements. Our results show that full
liberalization "is worth" 1 .8 percent of
l ineradizationa foreign. iestento "Who has been covered by the report of the Minister of Welfare?"GDP In additional foreign Investment
during the same year, and 6.8 percent
over the long run. The data also imply From the Hungarian daily N6pszabadsag.
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Nations in Transit 1997 Freedom House Rankings
by Boris Shor

More than half a decade has passed reform strategy and became "consolidated economy--and gets over the transi-
since the sweeping political and eco- market democracies". Those countries tion costs as quickly as possi,e.
nomic events of 1989 and 1990 in the that retained the nomenklatura or had Countries with more or less similar en-
countries of Central and Eastern Europe significant antireform factions chose the dowments of assets and liabilities (both
and the former Soviet Union. The latest gradual route. In practice, the relevant human and natural) have achieved dif-
Freedom House survey-Nations in Tran- fering results because of their different
sit 1997-seeks to benchmark the Table 1 FreedomrHouse Ranings, policy choices over time following inde-
progress of democratic and market re- 1997 pendence. Belarus used to enjoy one of
forms in the region. In so doing, it helps Economy Democracy the highest standards of living in the
to provide conclusive evidence to re- County ranking ranking Soviet Union. After seven years of go-
solve several of the more contentious Corsolidated Market Economies slow economic reforms, however, the
debates in postsocialist economic re- Hungary 1.88 1.44 population has become one of the poor-Czech Republic 18 .8 P
form and, more generally, developmen- Poland 2 1.44 est in the region.
tal policy. Some major findings from the Estonia 2.13 2.06
report: SloNenia 2.38 1.88 On the other hand, Armenia and Geor-

Lithuania 2.5 2.06 gia, after a devastating 75 percent drop
* Alternative: to reform or not to re- Latwia 2.5 2.06 in GDP over the 1990-94 period, intro-
form. Following the fall of communism, Transitional Eolnomies duced macroeconomic and structural re-
the pace of reforms designed to Sloekia 3.38 3.81 forms, combined with privatization,
marketize economies was one of the Russia 3.75 stabilized their economies while bring-
most contentious issues in each Croatia 3.88 4.25 ing down inflation, and achieved signifi-
postcommunist state as well as among rvbidov 4 3.81 cant growth in 1996. Armenia's GDP,
Western observers. Radicals advocated Abania 4 4.5 which dropped 25.3 percent on average
rapid, comprehensive reforms to sweep Amenia 4 4.75 from 1991 to 1993, turned around and
away the brittle structures of the old Georgia 4.13 4.75 has averaged 6 percent annual growth
system and make the changes irrevers- Ukraine 4.25 3.88 since. (This is despite closed borders
ible. Gradualists argued that this "big Kazakhstan 4.38 5.25 with natural trading partners Azerbaijan

Ndvcedonia 4.5 3.88
bang" strategy would be counterproduc- Romania 4.63 3.88 and Turkey and continuing problems in
tive as the reform process itself would Aerbaijan 5.13 5.44 obtaining a stable energy supply.) This
impose such horrible costs on the citi- Bulgaria 5.38 3.81 turnaround is coincident with the intro-
zenry that populists would be swept back Consolidated Statist Eonormies duction of IMF-supported economic re-
into power. Belarus 6 5.88 forms in 1993. And in both countries the

Tajikistan 6.13 6 private sector, albeit largely informal, is
In the end, however, the debate re- Uzbekistan 6.25 6.44 booming.

mained aaei.TTurkmnenistan 6.38 6.94mained academic. The experience of NfNte: F?nldng is on a 1-7 scab, with 1 representng
seven years has shown that what car- thehestand7telwestdegreeofachievenrent. * Over the long term, deep structural
ried the day was less the plausibility of Source: Nations in Transit reforms should include the institu-
these alternative strategies than the re- tion of secure property rights and a
ality of raw political power. alternatives were not fast or slow reform, judiciary, strong enough to protect

but reform or nonreform. these rights. Restructuring of the state
Those countries that in the early post- sector requires some excruciatingly dif-
transition years were without significant *The degree of reform and macroeco- ficult political choices about closures,
antireform interest groups (their nomic success are directly related: the layoffs, foreign investment, privatization
nomenklatura was either swept away more a country has reformed, the bet- of strategic industries, and reductions
or-as bankers and entrepreneurs-be- ter its economy is doing. The only po- in subsidies. Even the consolidated
came major beneficiaries of the new re- litically sustainable strategy is one market economies in the region have not
gimes) were able to adopt a standard that aims to establish a real market continued on page 6
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w:::nWha: t'-ss Bein t.slae al he Free domm House Ranigs: 4 A Breakdownn

4jrcI~is TePfia e4 olitica Civi/&t Indepedn Rue otT fl Privati-sa Privated shr
e1l'irr Conry proess~ sociietyi mediakn law 'ney zatione brt aEcone omyac of thei (%)ti~~

f~~~~~~aICrai 4optil~ 3 5 3 75 t25 425 5 75 2

t~p~iit h '~i iniormaiior recto of he Karakhstanf 5.5 5.25 5.25 5.5 4.25hibn 4.5a 40

.. in r L itha 2 2.25 1 .75 2

..a sec1i t ~ _ 6eoti1r~ Mosldeo udcal and....Eri....P........3.2 3.75ln e vs4 42 42 444
.- Pol~~~~and d.5 1.25o 1.5~ 1.5 1.pk7 5 2.25to 1 h.75 60

tu ofsei 2tni 2lois 1.5 .75 .5 .752 4

dP,.'d."'. e eX ti n
t 97hWrdanke n m smoN,]gnv 19d

~arnnceandP~41ic dmi slatkjn'Tabe 2raThe.o FreedomHous Ranings:y A Breakdns ownte A ~~ loe tf 

it~~~dependent ce i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~oliical Civl Ianpeden Ru..f.r.at.::.at sar

in~iue Inernaionallendng is1i~ Country process society media law GPA' zation Economy of GDP (%l)
Albania 4.25 4.25 4.75 4.75 4.75 3.75 4.25 75

tutlons, 1$. and~novernmen~ Armenia 5.5 3.5 5.25 4.75 4.5 4 4 50
t&1 oganiztlons US. nd retonalAzerbaijan 5.75 5 5.5 5.5 6.25 5.25 5 25

,i~4ependnt media,and the ~ Belarus 6 5.25 6 25 6 6 6 6 15
~~t~~naof th~ountres ~an~~&)t~Bulgada 3.25 4 3.75 4.25 4.25 5 5.75 45

P Croatia 4 3.5 4.75 4.75 4 4 3.75 50
~~~~~~~ ~~~~~Czech Rep. 1.25 1.5 1.25 1.5 2 2 1.75 75

c~~mp~~e~iw*~~,~~ng Estonia 2 2.2 1.75 2.25 2.25 2.2 27

countris~ Free'ov~ijos8~ated Hungary 1.25 1.25 1.5 1.75 1.75 1.5 1.75 70
each ef~e's //*tivn~ politi-Kazakhstan 5.5 5.25 5.25 9 5.5 4.25 4.5 40
cal proess~iit sOcety inepen-Kyrgyzstan 5 4.5 5 4.5 4.25 4 3.5 50
dent meia, rul~~w govrnance Lat\ia 2 2.25 1.75 2.25 2.5 2.5 2.5 60

d ~~~ ''~~~'~~' Lithuania 2 2.25 1.75 2.25 2.5 2.25 2.75 65
an PU*J*~C ~ttnistratiQn, Macedonia 3.5 3.75 4 4.25 4 4 5 50
prtvatiatiom ad'eoonoiy).for Moldo\r 3.25 3.75 4 4.25 4.25 4 4 40
each t thetwent-fivecounties,Poland 1.5 1.25 1.5 1.5 1.75 2.25 1.75 60
Thi~iwaadoneol~7scaIe~with Romania 3.25 3.75 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.5 4.75 60
~'~e~enfm~ th. hi~he~.~id~Russia 3.5 3.75 3.75 4 4 3 4 60

."'Sio'akia 3.75 3.25 4.25 4 3.75 3.25 3.5 70
the t~estdegee ofa~hi~e~tt~ASlov~enia 2 2 1.75 1.75 2.5 2.75 2 45
~~~grea. Fr~~edor~,~~ Tajikistan 6 5.5 6.25 6.25 7 6.25 6 20

both ~~~~~~ Turkmenistan 7 7 7 6.75 6.75 6.75 6 20
"""'~~ ''' ""'~'' Ukraine 3.25 4 4.5 3.75 4.5 4.25 4.25 40

'~~'/' ~ ~ ~ ~ *U~zbekistan 6.25 6.5 6.5 6.5 6 6.25 6.25 40
in ~~~~~~~~~ ~~a. GAovern mninand Public Admrinistration.
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continuedfrom page 4 Good Policies are Needed to
yet completed this final phase of reform

to any real degree. Make Aid Effective
Empirical evidence does not uphold by Craig Burnside and David Dollar

the proposition that democracies are
more fragile than authoritarian re- In our recent paper, Aid, Policies, and Latin America, and the Middle East, but
gimes when it comes to handling eco- Growth," we concluded that over the pe- did not include any of the transition coun-
nomic crises and shocks. Historically, rod 1970-93, aid has promoted economic tries that have changed from a command

violent upheavals in the region can be growth in those developing countries that to a market system within the past de-

grouped into three categories: internal pursued good fiscal, monetary, and trade cade. We have to ask, what is the rel-

politicking, including revolts fomented policies. Ourdatasetcoveredawide range evance of our findings to the transition

by communists and organized crime (Al- of developing countries from Africa, Asia, economies?
bania, Azerbaijan); revolts against au-
thoritarian rulers (Georgia, Serbia); and Table I Aid and Macroeconomic Indicators for Transition Economies
ethnic warfare influenced or instigated Aid Budget suiplusl GDP
by outside powers (Bosnia, Tajikistan). % of Per Inflation deficit Per Liberali-
No democracy in the region has been Country GDP capita Open (%o) (% of GDP) capita Gromh zation
violently overthrown because of the Albania 8.5 53 1 22.1 .. 672 12 0.74
costs of transition. Armenia 8.7 54 0 .. 756 19 0.74

Azerbaijan 3.4 17 0 1,660 462 -15 0.44

* Economic and democratic reform Belarus 0.8 16 1 2,226.50 . 1,989 -12 0.48
are complementary and heavily cor- Bulgaria 1.3 16 1 .. -4.5 1,471 7 0.61
related. While data in Nations in Transit Croatia .. .. 1 107.3 0.6 3,784 24 0.85

are not conclusive on the complex ques- Czech Rep. 0.4 14 1 10.5 1 4,333 20 0.93

tion of causation, the report provides im- Estonia 1.2 33 1 47.4 1.4 4,086 26 0.93

portant empirical support for the Georgia 8.2 35 0 .. .. 430 -9 0.49
Hungary -0.1 -3 1 18.8 .. 4,273 7 0.93

cratcmprefmeti Cofueonomic a donsoi- Kazakstan 0.2 3 0 1,877.20 -7.1 1,289 -14 0.57
ratic mrkefr ecounties, wuithd consoti Kyrgyz Rep. 7.4 51 1 .. .. 676 -14 0.82

dated market economies, guided by the Latvia 1 22 1 35.9 .. 2,261 5 0.81
rule of law-Czech Republic, Estonia, Lithuania 1.8 33 1 72.1 .. 1,908 6 0.86
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland- Macedonia .. .. 1 127.6 .. 932 7 0.78
also made progress in consolidating their Moldoe 1.5 13 1 .. .. 810 -18 0.68
transitions to democracy. Political and Poland 2.6 72 1 33.3 -2.3 3,047 17 0.89
economic freedom means more predict- Romania 0.6 9 1 137 -2.5 1,566 16 0.71
able, more transparent, more constitu- Russian Fed. 0.5 11 0 307.4 -4 2,337 -6 0.69
tional, less discriminatory, and less Slovak Rep. 0.6 16 1 13.8 .. 3,243 20 0.86
corruption-prone lawmaking and enforce- Slo\,enia 1 19.7 -0.3 9,312 20 0.85
ment. An authoritarian government can Tajikistan 3.2 11 0 .. .. 343 -19 0.39
hardly engage in economic reform, or un- Turkmenistan 0.6 6 0 .. .. 869 -19 0.22

dergo a transition to liberal democracy, Ukraine 0.4 6 0 890.8 .. 1,554 -20 0.51

without simultaneously undergoing free Uzbekistan 0.3 2 0 .. .. 947 -3 0.53
market economic reforms. Sources: Aid is defined as ODA (Official Development Assistance) grants plus lending minus

repayments from OECD sources. GDP (measured in US$) and population are from the World

Borish Shor is Research Coordinator at Development Indicators CD-ROM. The figures in the aid column are averages for 1994-96. The
Freedom House, New York, and co-edi- figures in the GDP per capita column are for 1995. Growth is the annual growth rate of GDP from
tor of Nations in Transit 1997-Civil So- 1993 through 1995. Openness is measured by the Sachs and Warner dummy variable (1
ciety, Democracy and Markets in East indicates open, 0 indicates closed), and is measured as of 1996. Inflation (CPI) and the budget
Central Europe and the Newly Indepen- surplus are 1994 figures from the IFS database. Liberalization is an index of liberalization (maxi-
dent States, Freedom House, New York, mum liberalization is 1, minimum is 0), updated for 1995, and is described in de Melo, Denizer and
1997, 448 p. (www.freedomhouse.org). Gelb "From Plan to Market: Patterns of Transition," PRWP 1564, World Bank, 1996).

* TRANSITION, June 1997 © 1997 The World Bank



Table 2 Aid and Macroeconomic Indicators, by Openness - Countries with small populations receive,
Aid Budget GDP relative to their GDP, disproportionately

Share of Per Inflabon surplus (share Per large aid flows. This suggests a tendency
Category GDP capita No. (peroent) of GDP) capita Grovtth Liberal to aid governments rather than citizens.
Open 2.1 27 16 220.9 -0.9 2,773 8.9 0.8 - Countries with strategically important
Closed 2.8 16 10 1,183.90 -5.5 999 -9.6 0.46 geographic location receive larger aid
All 2.4 22 26 447.5 -1.9 2,134 2.3 0.69 flows.

Our findings were as follows: * In determining aid flows, recipient * We also found a statistically signifi-
governments'policiesarenotthemost cant tendency for good policy to be

* Aid is not a determinant of policies important factor. More important fac- "rewarded" by aid, but this effect is
pursued by the recipient countries' torsareevidentinthefollowingtrends: swamped by the political variables,
government. Aid could not "buy" - Lower-income countries, other things leaving no overall correlation between
good policy. being equal, receive larger aid flows. aid and policy.

rnane oftheTidWrd o ntheWorlmc oiie f ediytanteydnnwt cntries ta fi o rJuef19r7 

th rcpin cunds.fherlfndns ho ha idhs hiechnelngmrerso00stogodp,frmr. n

geertd ustnia enfts.nl*h outie it ~go" h nmero godprtred s eldyInrasn, v
econoic plicie suc asoefrd n aace o-crigt une n olrdh ee tIoI htmn

eminen budgts. Incounties wth bd oiis uha ihcutIsaerdcn hi i ugt uta on

1r99h7 The aWtorsd write TRANrws,MtOeNjtohav ben.**7



* Aid had a statistically significant * Per capita aid is highly correlated with openness, and therefore also with
impact on growth, but only when the with better policy. Given the findings aid per capita. The correlation between
policies of the recipient government of our study, we would conclude that per capita aid and (a) openness is 0.26,
were unusually good compared with donors targeted their aid to transi- (b) inflation is -0.33, (c) budget surplus
the average in our sample. The impact tion economies with good govern- is 0.32, and (d) liberalization index is
of aid was greater in poor countries rela- ment policies, rather than that 0.57.
tive to its impact in middle-income coun- policies were a reaction to aid flows.
tries in our sample. Aid per capita was higher in open coun- Craig Bumside is Economist and David

tries (table 2, page 7). Other policy vari- Dollar is Head of the Macroeconomic
* In an era of declining aid disburse- ables-inflation and the budget and Growth Division, Policy Research
ments, donors need to improve the balance-seem to be closely correlated Department, the World Bank.
allocation of aid by targeting, to a
greater degree, recipients with good T
economic policies. This will increase The EBRD Increases Activity
the likelihood that aid is effective in
achieving its goals. Interview with EBRD's

Observations on the Transition Chief Economist Nicholas Stern
Economies by Richard Hirschler

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) is not "abandon-
statistics for a group of economies in tran- ing" Central Europe, though it is pushing the frontier of its lending and investment
sition from a command to a market sys- activities farther east. It wants to increase the share of equity investment and pre-
tem are presented in table 1, page 6. Some serve the two-thirds proportion of the private sector in its total commitment EBRD
caveats: the GDP figures are not ad- Chief Economist Nicholas Stern was interviewedby Transition editorRichardHirschler
justed to purchasing power parity. As a following the organization's annual meeting in London. (The next annual meeting is
result, sharp movements in real ex- scheduled for May 11-12, in Kiev, Ukraine.)
change rates can exaggerate the pat-
terns in the data, which shows up Q. What will be the topic of the next development of their investment mar-
especially in growth rates. Also, the data EBRD Transition Report? kets. Macroeconomic stabilization and
have not been arranged chronologically; the first stage of structural reform gen-
some of the policy variables, for ex- A. The next Transition Report will be on erated some growth, but the growth po-
ample, are measured only at the end of restructuring and growth. It's clear that tential in the CIS countries, not to
the period for which we have measured enterprise restructuring is under way mention Hungary and others, is certainly
aid flows. Despite these flaws, as well throughout the region. But it has a long higher than we have seen so far. This is
as the unavailability of important data way to go, even in such transitionally ad- an area that we have to investigate more
for many of the countries in our sample, vanced" countries as the Czech Repub- closely. How much of the growth is
some conclusions can be drawn: lic, Hungary, and Poland. While market simple recovery, how much is the result

experience can now enable investors to of productivity increase, and how much
* Lower-income transition econo- assess the likely costs and benefits of is coming through reallocation across
mies tend to get more aid. The corre- enterprise restructuring faidy well, it is still sectors and through growth in new sec-
lation between per capita GDP in 1995 a risky venture. Although some blue chip tors? Once we assess potential sources
and average aid/GDP in 1994-96 is companiescanborrowatlowinterestrates, of growth more clearly we will be able to
-0.52. On the other hand, the correla- for three to four years, long-term capital- assess the economic prospects and in-
tion between per capita GDP and per either as equity or loans-is still not readily vestment potential of the individual coun-
capita aid is just -0.09. (Part of the dif- available for everybody. So restructuring tries. We also want to analyze more
ference is explained by the relationship will remain an important issue and we want carefully the time lag between invest-
between per capita income and reform. to analyze its relationship to the growth ment and growth. Since the EBRD fi-
The higher-income countries have re- prospects of the region. We want to learn nances investment, we are trying to
formed more.) This implies-consistent more about the sources of growth to bet- understand more profoundly the deter-
with our paper-that a main goal of do- ter understand the prospects of the indi- minants of investment opportunities and
nors is poverty reduction. vidual countries and predict the likely the influence of investment on growth.
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0. What are other major features of that now have easy access to interna- overwhelming, and private compa-
the EBRD's research program? tional capital markets? nies are small and weak-and that

therefore the Bank's loan and equity
A. The department is primarily strategic A. In fact, over the next couple of years portfolio could worsen. This could
and operational, but we are also conduct- we plan to boost our annual lending and mean that the Bank would not be able
ing some research. We are trying to learn investment capacity to around $3 billion to preserve its "golden rule"-to com-
more about ownership trends in the tran- across the region, compared with some mit at least two-thirds of new invest-
sition economies and their influence on $2.6 billion in commitments to borrower ment to the private sector.
governance. In another project, we will countries in the past financial year. True,
evaluate the availability of financing in within this increased activity, our com- A. Some of these concerns are under-
these economies, examining both direct mitments to countries farther east will standable, but I'm still convinced that
investment and the lending capacities rise faster. But in the next two years there are plenty of sound opportunities
of the financial institutions. With respect Central and Eastern Europe can expect "farther East." We will participate only in
to the approaching enlargement of the further EBRD support targeting enter- sound projects that have the potential to
European Union, a third project will ex- stand on their own feet. We have to be
amine, through a survey, the competi- convinced thata projectwill paybackfrom
tiveness of Central and East European its own revenues. I do not foresee any
enterprises, the challenges they are fac- problem in repeating the performance of
ing, and their expected response to ac- last year when the private sector received
cession. We are also doing research on 66 percent of our commitments.
how we could support most effectively
small and medium-size enterprises. 0. Has the EBRD assessed the suc-

cess rate of its projects?
Q. Will these projects be concluded
in the current financial year? A. We evaluate a project in detail only

after completion. Public sector projects
A. No. We will be getting results on all of have quite a long life time, more than five
them during the current year, but they years, and the Bank is only six years old.
will probably continue into 1998. Although we started lending from the

beginning, it is the last four years that
Q. And how will the results be com- have seen the strongest activity. So we
municated to the interested public? prise restructuring, investment in the en- are only now actually accumulating suffi-

vironment and energy sector, efficiency cient data to be able to draw lessons of
A.Through ourworking paperseries, and in infrastructure in general, privatization experience. By the way, I am always a
also through our Journal, Economics of of utilities, and strengthening of the finan- little skeptical about the words "success-
Transition. Part of the findings will be in- cial institutions. We will basically commit ful" and "not successful"-you have to
tegrated in the Transition Reports, and our resources in those areas where pri- consider a number of different dimen-
some researchers will publish their stid- vate investors need encouragement, sions. Some of our loans are bound to
ies in the various journals. where without our assurances they would go bad. If none went bad then probably

hesitate to commit their long-term capital, we would not be doing our job. We would
Q. During the annual meeting, there and also where we can be useful provid- not be taking enough risks. It is hard to
were some hints that the EBRD's lend- ing advice, for example, on the way pub- cover the loan risks in terms of the inter-
ing and equity investment activity will lic utilities should be commercialized. As est spreads. Therefore, having a direct
move farther east, to Ukraine, Russia, long as we have something to bring to the stake in the company, and thus sharing
the Central Asian countries. Most Cen- table, and that would be more than just in the upside, could serve us better.
tral European economies will be cle- money, we will be present in this region.
clared "success stories," that is, Q. Will the EBRD shift away from co-
"graduated" to private capital. In this 0. Analysts warn the EBRD that "far- financing toward equity investment?
sense they will not need more EBI2D ther east" it will face more difficult
money. The Economistalso asked why environments: the economies are A. Yes, we would like to see an increase of
the EBRD is still lending in countries more unstable, the state sector is still the equity share in our total investments-
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the share now accounts for about 20 per- banking. This means that while any loan The IFC and the EBRD are working to-
cent. We never take more than 35 per- can get into difficulty, it is the responsi- getherto strengthen regional venture funds
cent of any private sector project. An bility of the person who made that loan that invest in private enterprises. During
EBRD representative then can participate to sort it out. the annual meetings of the EBRD in April,
at board meetings and be directly involved we organized a joint seminar with the
in the decisionmaking process. The en- Q. The World Bank is making efforts to World Bank and the IMF on the obstacles
terprise can also benefit from opening up develop partnership programs with other to economic growth. Participants included
to the scrutiny and examination of an "out- international financial institutions such Johannes Linn, Joe Stiglitz, and Marcelo
side" shareholder. Many enterprises can as the EBRD. What are the results so far? Selowsky from the World Bank; and Stan
obtain loans, but have difficulties raising Fischer and John Odling-Smee from the
money alone on the stock exchange. A. In Russia, for example, the World Bank IMF. As participants of a Development
However, we want to be a partner that is supporting reform in the bank sector, Committee Task Force, we are also ex-
does not dominate the activity. while the EBRD is investing in specific ploring-together with other regional

financial institutions. We also participate banks-how we could increase our effec-
Q. But if the equity investment is a jointly in Russian infrastructure projects. tiveness as a group.
success, after a couple of years the
Bank sells its share and winds up its Comparing GDP Growth Forecasts for 1997
engagement... (percent)

United Nations European Ecnomist
A. That can happen. We sold our share in EBRD survey Union PtanEcon Intelligence Unit
the Hungarian pharmaceutical manufac- Country (Febnuary 1997) (January1997) (October 1996) (December1996) (January1997)
turer EGIS last year, and we have just EasterniEopeaind
sold our stake in a Polish bank. It is a theBakicStats
question of timing. It doesn't make sense Abania n.a. 6 - 7.7 6

Bulgara -4 0 -3.1 0.4 -1
to disappear instantly as soon as the Croata 5.5 - - 4.9 6
company starts to a make profit. At the Cmch Republic 4 5 5.3 4.8 4
same time, you don't want to outstay your Estonia 4 3 4.5 5.4 3.5
welcome. After all, opening new opportu- FYR Pcedonia 5 - - 4.5 5

nities for domestic and foreign private Hungary 2.5 2 2.7 3.9 3
capital is our job. Lata 4 1.7 2.2 5.2 3

Lithuania 4 1.5 2.7 5.8 3.7
Poland 5.5 5.2 5.1 5.5 5.3

Q. It boils down to the fact that the Romania -2.5 4 42 5.4 4

EBRD has to perform a tough balanc- Slovak Republic 5 5 4.6 5.5 4.4
ing act: trying to be profitable but also Slovenia 4 - 4.1 5.2 4

looking out for territories where pri- Aerage 3.1 3.3 3.2 4.9 3.9

vate business would not dare to go... C lthOf
Independent States

srrnenia 7 - - 4.7 4.5
A. Exactly. We have to identify the fron- Abmenia7 7
tier in terms of the investments that are bans 0 - - 70.5 3

sensible but not yet quite sound enough Georgia 10 - - 82 6
for the private sector to engage in with- Kazakstan 2.8 1.5 - 1.2 2.5
out us. And we must constantly push Kwrgystan 8 - - 5.2 3
out the frontier. tvbldova 5 - - 6 5

Russia 1.5 -1 2.5 0.9 1

Q. One great advantage of the EBRD Tajikistan -3 2 - -5 -10
is its relatively small size; responsi- Ukraine -2 -2.2 -2 -2.1 -3

bilities are more easily identified in a Uzbekistan 1 - - 4.5 1
smaller organization. Aerage 3.4 -0.6 0.3 2.8 1.8

- Not available.
A. Personal responsibility is very important Note: No EBRD projections are made for Albania due to the significant uncertainty over its developments.
and is a very strong principle of merchant Source: Transition Report Update, EBRD, 1997.
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Enterprises Divesting Social Assets
The Belarus Story
by David Sewell

Firms in Belarus, like those in many and of heavy construction equipment chosen and the functions (such as health
former command economies, spend used to run vegetable farms in order to and kindergarten services) must be ad-
large sums on "social services," such as secure a reliable supply-a practice that equately funded. There will be some ser-
housing for employees, summer camrips originated during the former command vices, such as various public utilities, that
for their children, on-site health and den- economy.) will need to find new providers.
tal clinics, and off-site specialized medi-
cal and dental facilities. Firms subsidize The term "social assets:' in Belarus, sim- Enterprise divestiture of housing is
food; maintain creches, kindergartens, ply means fringe benefits that are part clearly the most difficult adjustment to
and vocational schools, sport facilities, of the wage bargain with the employee. be made, in view of its importance to
and spas; and provide local infrastrjc- The favorable tax treatment of fringe ben- consumer budgets. Housing has always
ture, such as district heating, electric- efits explains much of their continued represented a liability for enterprises.
ity, and water and sewer networks. (The importance: they are deductible from the Over time, the connection between em-
sums involved can be important, as profit tax base, excluded from the pay- ployment in an enterprise and the use
Scott Thomas noted in the February roll tax base, and exempted from income of enterprise-provided housing became
1997 issue of Transition. tax once in the hands of the recipient. increasingly tenuous: occupants could

keep their apartments after retirement,
Non-Wage Benefit Spending Where Belarus departs most from mar- even if they changed employers, and

ket economy practice is in the extent of could swap one apartment for another.
In recent years the share of social ben- tax-exempt benefits, particularly for hous- Enterprises were left with the burden of
efits in total employee compensation has ing. As a consequence, rent and utilities maintaining these apartments. (They
been drastically cut in Belarus; in 1995, account for only 4.4 percent of family ex- started to transfer them to local coun-
fringe benefits amounted to 12 percent of penditures in Belarus as opposed to 19 cils as early as the 1980s.)
total employee compensation. In the percent in the median of twenty-three
United States, in the same year, voluntar- OECD countries recently surveyed. Most Public policy must find a way to ensure
ily provided nonwage payments by employ- market economies attempt to tax in-kind the continued availability of housing. The
ers totaled about 10 percent of employee benefits like other income. (The Russian issue is serious as housing is critical to
compensation.The composition of spend- government last year expanded the pay- the efficient allocation of resources and
ing on nonwage benefits, however, is still roll tax base to include fringe benefits and thus to growth. Indeed, as much as one-
quite different in Belarus compared with in-kind payments.) quarter of total unemployment in transi-
that of the OECD economies: tion economies has been attributed to

Assets That Are Liabilities the lack of labor mobility caused by hous-
* Belarus firms spend primarily on hous- ing shortages.
ing, clinics, kindergartens, and other in- It is debatable whether fringe benefits
kind subsidies while the nonwage should receive continued public subsidies Divested services are often considered the
benefits spending of U.S. employers is or preferential tax treatment. But it seems responsibility of local governments. This
essentially on pensions and insurance. obviousthatinordertorenderenterprises is clearly the case with local infrastruc-

more competitive and government more ture. Assigning responsibility for such ser-
*Western firms "outsource" the provision efficient, "social assets" should be divested vices as education and health to local
of these benefits, for example by hiring from the enterprises. Enterprises and gov- governments is more complicated. And
insurance companies as providers. In ernment should be accountable for dif- the need to provide decentralized services
Belarus, firms engage directly in a var- ferent and distinct sets of responsibilities. differs from one CIS state to another: Rus-
ety of activities that are well removed Once the government decides which so- sia, with its eleven time zones, numerous
from their core business activities. (For cial functions it will fund directly, the ap- ethnic groups, and population of 150 mil-
example, producers of television sets propriate government level has to be lion, needs more decentralization than
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Belarus, with its more compact area, ho- agriculture have reduced revenue shar- including those who do not use the utili-
mogeneous ethnic composition, and popu- ing with rural local governments. Spe- ties, or by "inflation taxes," that is, print-
lation of only 10 million. cial extrabudgetary funds were created ing money to finance government

to finance local government operation of deficits.)
Whatever level of government is as- kindergartensandhousingmaintenance.
signed responsibility for divested social Revenues from these funds now exceed These low utility fees became unsus-
services, financing needs to be ad- thosefromthebudget.Atthesametime, tainable once prices were freed and
equate. To be effective, local government genuine subnational taxes-where the Belarus no longer had access to low-
requires some autonomy in its functions base and rate structure is determined priced energy. From 1994 to 1995, cost
and financing. In Belarus, however, as by the subnational government, which recovery ratios were raised from 2 per-
in many countries in transition, local and in turn is responsible to an electorate- cent to 50 percent for household main-
regional governments raise little revenue raise insignificant amounts of revenue. tenance, from 2 percent to 54 percent
themselves and often function as mere for water, from 4 percent to 65 percent
agents for the delivery of services such Somebody Is Paying the Cost for heating, and from 25 percent to 84
as health and education. But financing percent for electricity. Distributional prob-
arrangements have not kept pace with Appropriate financing for utilities that are lems are best addressed by direct in-
the reassignment of functions to sub- the responsibility of local governments come support, such as the housing
national governments. The subnational requires users to pay full cost. Low rents allowance the Belarus government insti-
share of total government revenues de- and utility fees were part of the Soviet tuted in 1995.
clined from 70 percent in 1992 to 48 Union's redistributional policy. But sub-
percent in 1996. sidizing utility use for distributional rea- David Sewell is at the World Bank (Infra-

sons is counterproductive. The rule still structure and Energy Team, Environmen-
Revenue sharing accounts for 75 per- holds-and Belarus is no exception- tally Sustainable Development). This
cent of subnational government rev- that better-off people benefit more from article is based on his paper, "Shifting Re-
enues, but it yields more resources to these subsidies since consumption nor- sponsibility for Social Services as Enter-
the wealthier regions and thus deepens mally rises with income. (Such subsi- prises Privatize in Belarus," World Bank,
interregional imbalances. Tax breaks to dies are financed either by taxpayers, Policy Research WP no. 1719, 1997.
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Battle Rages over Russia's Natural Monopolies
by Peter Rutland

To their critics, they are the last ves- payments. Yet Gazprom earns some $18 many low-cost generating stations are
tiges of the Soviet economic system. billion a year from gas exports, and re- idle. The availability of cheaper supplies
To their defenders, they are the only cor- cently moved into a lavish new headquar- should bring down prices, possibly sav-
porations that have learned to survive ters complex on the outskirts of Moscow. ing some 3 to 4 percent of GDP. The
and prosper in the transition to a market Last year it even bought a 30 percent EES is already partially decentralized,
economy, and they offer the best hope stake in the NTV television company. functioning as a holding company over-
for halting Russia's economic decline. seeing the regional power generators.
Natural monopolies in electricity, gas, The government's immediate concern is to The introduction of competition should
and railways moved to the center of the raise some cash to cover the yawning fed- go more smoothly for EES than for
Russian political stage with the mid- eral budget deficit and to fulfill its promise Gazprom, which is a more tightly inte-
March appointment of the 37-year-old to pay off federal wage and pension arrears grated corporation.
reformist governor of Nizhny Novgorod, by July. Gazprom President Rem Vyakhirev
Boris Nemtsov, as first deputy prime has agreed to pay off half of Gazprom's It will take several years for this restruc-
minister. President Boris Yeltsin tasked arrears by the end of June (the other half, turing to be implemented. Nemtsov re-
Nemtsov with spearheading reform of which is penalties and interest on late pay- treated from the initial combative
the natural monopolies. ments, will probably be waived). statements he made upon taking office,

and by April 4 was making it clear that
Gazprom and the electricity monopoly Long-term, Nemtsov hopes to rationalize the government is not contemplating
Unified Energy Systems (EES) were cre- the utilities' price structure while promot- radical surgery on Gazprom, EES, or the
ated as independent joint stock compa- ing efficiency in production and consump- railway system. Prime Minister Viktor
nies in the twilight years of the Soviet tion. For some time the IMF has been Chernomyrdin, the former head of
Union, and are now the two largest cor- urging the Russian government to tackle Gazprom, came out in strong opposition
porations in Russia. Gazprom runs the the natural monopolies. A commission to suggestions that Gazprom should be
natural gas distribution system and ac- was set up in November 1996 under dismantled. Vyakhirev moved some way
counts for 98 percent of gas production. then-Minister of the Economy Yevgenny toward Nemtsov, announcing on April 14
EES controls the electricity grid and 82 Yasin to draw up an action plan for the that Gazprom will hive off some of its
percent of Russia's power-generating monopolies: Nemtsov now seems to be unproductive subsidiaries, releasing up
capacity. The state owns 40 percent of taking up where Yasin left off. Shortly af- to one-quarter of its 375,000 workers.
Gazprom and 31 percent of EES, but ter his appointment, Nemtsov announced EES pledged to cut industrial tariffs by
effective control of each company rests a policy package for the natural monopo- 13 percent in 1997 and 25 percent next
with its current management. lies that includes a stringent audit, price year. By early May there was a distinct

cuts, and changes in the ownership struc- scaling back of the rhetoric on both
The government recently admitted that ture.Thestrategyforstructuralreformwas sides, with Nemtsov saying, "Only a
for a while it could not find a copy of the outlined in a decree signed by President madman would destroy Gazprom," and
1993 agreement under which the state's Yeltsin on April 28, and the government "We would also like Gazprom to supply
shares were handed in trust to the will draw up detailed proposals over the not only half of Europe but half of Asia.'
Gazprom board (see box). next several months.

Foreign investors have bought about 28
Critics argue that these companies have The aim is to force both EES and percent of the shares in EES and 8 per-
exploited their monopoly position to push Gazprom to introduce territorially differ- cent of Gazprom, but political consider-
up prices for industrial users while dodg- entiated prices in order to reflect real ations make it unlikely that foreign
ing taxes and hiding much of their earn- production costs. Independent compa- investors will be allowed to take major-
ings in foreign bank accounts and phony nies will be allowed to bid for the right to ity control of any of the Gazprom or EES
trading companies. Gazprom currently develop new gas fields and will be given subsidiaries. However, both corporations
owes some 15 trillion rubles ($2.6 Ibil- access to the gas pipelines and elec- are arranging billion-dollar foreign loans
lion) in federal taxes, and its workers face tricity grid. The electricity system has for development projects.
an average one-month delay in watge about 30 percent excess capacity, and continued on page 15
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Restructuring Firms in Transition Economies
Each of the following three articles was written by World Bank staff and each deals with the much discussed and evolving topic:
How to privatize and quickly and successfully restructure the once state-owned "socialist" enterprises. Our authors come to
different conclusions, and that is assuring; it proves that the "think tanks" within the Bank are aware of the issue's complexity,
and while looking for solutions, they avoid adopting a single "doctrine."

Findings of a 'Survey-Leaders and Laggers
by Gerhard Pohl, Robert E. Anderson, Stijn Claessens, and Simeon Djankov

Firms in Central and Eastern Europe morethansimilarstate-ownedfirms.The We analyzed financial and operating
have been struggling for the past seven method of privatization has been less data for more than 6,000 industrial firms
years to adapt to the new market reali- important. Massive giveaways of firms in seven countries of the region: Bulgaria,
ties created by the political and eco- through voucher privatization or man- Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Ro-
nomic revolutions of 1990. Our agement buyouts have had results simi- mania, Slovakia, and Slovenia. These
comprehensive analysis of industrial lar to case-by-case sales to foreign or countries have adopted different policies
restructuring shows that privatization has domestic investors. Privatization of in- to encourage restructuring; thus, the
been the single most important deter- dustrial and commercial firms is also the data can suggest which policies have
minant of success. Privatized firms have most important factor for the solvency been the most successful. The number
increased productivity three to five times of the banking sector. of firms in the sample for each country

continued from page 13 cause the State Duma has blocked the not actually pay. Moreover, less than 5

Currently, the utilities are forced by the necessary production-sharing legisla- percent of them pay in cash, while the
Federal Energy Commission to sutsi- tion). In 1996 oil output fell 2 percent remainder offer such barter goods as
dize households by charging them while that of natural gas rose 1 percent, steel pipe, coal, and the like, or even
roughly one-quarter of the price paid by and investment in the oil sector fell 25 more dubious securities and tax waiv-
industrial users. (This is the opposite of percent compared with a 6 percent fall ers. As Grigorii Yaviinskii, head of the
the situation in the United States, where in the gas industry. Yabloko, party put it, "Taxes go uncol-
industrial users pay half the domestic lected not because firms refuse to pay,
utility price.) Similarly, the railways As for tax arrears, Gazprom says that but because the economic system is not
cross-subsidize passenger traffic taxes and excise duties account for 60 working."
through a 20 percent surcharge on freight percent of their costs, and that overall,
tariffs. The government intends to in- the fuel and energy complex provides The question remains: How is Russia to
crease prices for households while cut- two-thirds of the federal budget's tax rev- break out of its vicious circle of ineffi-
ting prices for industrial users-some of enue. They suggest that trying to cient firms in an inefficient economy?
whom complain that they are paying squeeze out more tax revenue may kill Reform of the more prosperous firms
more for energy than their Western com- the goose that lays the golden egg. may be as good a place to start as any.
petitors-but the utilities themselves are Gazprom sees their own tax arrears as
skeptical that the domestic users will pay a mere byproduct of the general prob- Peter Rutland (email:rutlandp@omri.cz)
the higher fees. lem of indebtedness and lack of liquid- is an Associate Professor of Govemment

ity that plagues the Russian economy. at Wesleyan University in Middletown,

In their defense, the gas and electricity Gazprom claims that it is owed 70 tril- Connecticut. In 1995-97 he was on leave
monopolies argue that the breakup of the lion rubles by its customers, including as Assistant Director of Research at the
oil industry into about sixteen indepen- 15 trillion rubles of debt accrued during Open Media Research Institute in
dent companies has not prevented soar- the first quarter of 1997. Of the total debt, Prague. [Our article, "Russia's Dream
ing prices and tax arrears in that sector. 31 .4 trillion rubles is owed by electric Team Confronts Nightmares,"April 1997,
On the contrary, most of the new oil com- utilities. p. 9, was partly based on the author's
panies have had severe problems at- article, "Russia: Another Lost Year for the
tracting investment and maintaining The price charged to industrial users is Economy,"Transition (OMRI), 3(2):78-81,
output levels (although this is largely be- rather irrelevant, since most of them do February 7, 1997.]
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Table 1 Privatization in Manufacturing, 1995 productivity gains of privatized firms.
By contrast, in countries with insignifi-

Share of privatized firms Share of privatized cant privatization (for example, Bul-
(percent) industrial firms garia and Romania), productivity in

EBRD OECD World Bank (percent) state-owned firms is declining.
Country ranking estimates estimates Number of firms Output

Bulgaria 2 15 8 7 Similar results were obtained when total
Czech Rep. 4 87 90 89 93 factor productivity (the productivity of all
Hungary 4 82 78 67 65 factors of production) was taken as an
Poland 3 55 46 61 60 indicator of restructuring. Figure 1 shows
Romania 3 20 15 12 the cumulative change in total factor pro-
Slovak Rep. 3 74 79 83 ductivity for privatized firms since the
Slovenia 3 54 41 41 time of privatization and compares this

Sources: EBRD: Infrastructure and Savings, 1996, p. 11. OECD: Trends and Policies in with the gains for state-owned firms in
Privatization, 1996, p. 19. World Bank: World Development Report 1996, From Plan to the sample. (There is evidence that man-
Market, p. 53. Industrial firms: authors' estimates. agers of state-owned firms carrying out

restructuring will improve their perfor-
mance before privatization if they expect

ranges from 700 to more than 1,000. take into account depreciation, debt ser- to be held accountable by new owners
These firms account for a large share of vice, and taxes, which are more likely and want to prove their ability.) The analy-
the employment in the manufacturing todifferfromcountrytocountrybecause sis shows that privatization has in-
sector (ranging from 40 percent to more of historical circumstances, differences creased annual total factor productivity
than 90 percent). In order to make the in tax laws, or accounting standards. growth by about 4 percent.
analysis comparable across countries,
we adjusted the data to reflect differ- Table 1 shows the privatization progress Initially it was believed that mass
ences in accounting standards both over of the manufacturing sectors in the privatization and management-employee
time and from country to country. The seven countries, based on detailed own- buyouts would not lead to much restruc-
sample also excludes firms in the util- ership data for the firms in our sample. turing. Our results do not confirm these
ity, banking, and agricultural sectors, and We define as "privatized" any firm that has fears. One indicator is productivity growth
new private companies. We focused on more than 33 percent of its shares trans- (see table 2). It is slightly higher in the
restructuring measures that incorporate ferred to private investors. We measure Czech and Slovak Republics, which
the most reliable elements of the data. the extent of privatization both by a simple
For example, we emphasize compari- count of the number of firms classified as Figure 1 Labor Productivity and Real
sons of labor productivity (value added privatized and a weighted average based Wage Growth, Privatized and State-
per man-hour). This measure does not on output to reflect differences in size. On owned Firms

all measures the Czech Republic, Hun- (annual percentage per year)
Table 2 Labor Productivity gary, and the Slovak Republic were ahead 15 Libo prity
Growth, 1992-95 of the other four countries. At the oppo- /
(percentage peryear) site end, Bulgaria has made very little *Bugaia

Privatized State-owned progress in privatization. 10
Country firmsa firms Rep.

Bulgaria 12.4 -1.4 Privatization has a large effect on the PdanS*
Czech Rep. 8.6 -2.6 speed of restructuring. As shown in table ' 5
Hungary 6.0 3.2 2, labor productivity growth during E / gr
Poland 7.5 1.4 1992-95 averaged 7.2 percent annually ! RSbaao Pdand
Romania 1 .0 -0.5 for privatized firms, but -0.3 percent for 3 larnania

Slovak Rep. 7.8 -4.1 state-owned firms. In other words, OCechPo.
Slovenia 7.2 1.8 privatization accounts for almost all the o Slw* Rep.
Average 7.2 -0.3 productivity growth observed in the re- -5 o 5 10 15

gion. The exception is Hungary, where
aFirms privatized by 1995 state-owned firms achieved half the FPizfi___somiefrn
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implemented mass privatization pr°- czech Seeking True
grams, than in Hungary and Polarid, C e h Enterprises S e i g T u
which relied more on case-by-case
privatization. The results are similar for Owners
profitability: the Czech Republic now by Ulrich Hewer
has the highest percentage of profitable
firms and the lowest percentage of fi- Six years into Czechoslovakia's reforms, output is now produced in the private
nancially distressed firms in the region. andfouryearsafterthe birth ofthe Czech sector, compared with less than 4 per-
We also used econometric methods to Republic, the country has learned that cent in the late 1980s. Nonetheless, the
test for the effectiveness of alternative political and macroeconomic stability Czech government, as shareholder via
privatization methods in the case of the and fast privatization of state enter- the National Property Fund (NPF) in
Czech Republic (where data for differ- prises-while a necessary prerequisite many enterprises and banks, is in a po-
ent methods are available for a suffi- for successful reforms-is only the first sition to exert considerable influence,
ciently long time period). These show step toward industrial restructuring and directly or indirectly, on economic de-
only minor differences for varying maintaining high growth. velopments.
privatization techniques, but strong ef-
fects from ownership concentration. After a quick fiscal stabilization and suc- A significant amount of state

cessful trade reorientation, the economy shareholdings (estimated value: 230 bil-
Restructuring is likely to be encouraged has grown at high rates, while preserv- lion crowns, or about $8.3 billion) is still
if the workforce does not initially aib- ing low or moderate external indebted- held by the NPF, as unsold holdings
sorb all of the productivity gains as ness. At some 3 percent, unemployment (worth $2 billion at the end of 1995) and
higher wages. Our analysis shows that has been surprisingly low, while inflation as strategic enterprises ($6 billion). The
the large productivity gains from hovers at around 9 percent. At the same NPF has remained a largely passive
privatization (see table 2) have been time, privatized enterprises are strug- owner: its small staff of 230 people could
largely retained by firms to finance pro- gling to find effective owners capable of not even begin to exercise enterprise
ductivity-enhancing investments. F:or rendering them internationally competi- management control. It has been sell-
privatized firms, labor productivity tive, banks and financial conglomerates ing equity shares, mostly on the stock
growth has been faster than real weage have yet to become efficient intermedi- market and through tenders, and hopes
growth in all countries (above the di- aries, and regulatory frameworks need to complete these sales by the end of
agonal in figure 1). By contrast, real to be strengthened and applied more rig- 1997. In a few instances the state-
wage growth in state-owned enterprises orously. through the NPF-has intervened di-
has exceeded labor productivity gains, rectly to influence the restructuring and
eroding internally generated financing. Since the architects of the Czech mass privatization of certain enterprises, for

privatization scheme had always empha- example, steel and aircraft manufactur-
Gerhard Pohl is Manager (gpohl@world sized that the new owners, rather than ers. The state has remained direct owner
bankorg), Private Sector Development, government bureaucrats, would be in of some companies such as the rail-
Technical Department, Europe and Cen- charge of reorganizing enterprise activi- roads.
tral Asia Region; Robert E. Anderson is ties, it is not surprising that the ques-
Senior Private Sector Specialist tion of how much enterprise restructuring The investment privatization funds
(anderson@worldbank.org); Sti]n has actually taken place in the Czech (IPFs). The investment funds acquired
Claessens is Principal Economist, East Republic has become a hotly debated almost 60 percent of all enterprise as-
Asia and the Pacific Vice-Presidency issue-especially in comparison with sets that had been privatized via the
(claessens @ worldbank.org); and Simeon other countries such as Hungary or Po- coupon method. They emerged as the
Djankov is Financial Economist (sdjankov land, where more traditional privatization main industrial equity holders. Initially
@ worldbank.org); at the World Bank. methods were applied. The major mov- many analysts expected that these

ers and shakers of the restructuring pro- funds would take care of enterprise gov-
This article is based on the authors'pa- cess are: ernance and make genuine restructur-
per, "Privatization and Restructuring in ing efforts. But only the largest IPFs,
Central and Eastem Europe," Technical The government. The role of the state those holding significant stakes in a few
Paper no. 368, World Bank, Washingi'on, has dramatically changed since the de- enterprises in selected sectors, met
D.C., May 1997. mise of socialism. About 80 percent of these expectations and demonstrated a
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strong interest and commitment to ef- Other observers, however, suggest that economy has undergone substantial
fective corporate governance. Most the performance of enterprises in which change over a brief period of time: more
funds are passive investors and have banks own significant equity is compa- than one million jobs have been created
not bothered to replace the managers of rable with the performance of companies in the services sector, exports have
the companies they control. This pas- where banks do not have such a role. At been reoriented dramatically, and pur-
sive behavior is explained by several any rate, debt financing has hardly be- chase of capital and equipment goods
factors: come an instrument of enterprise re- represents an important share in total

structuring, and enterprise performance imports, an indication that many enter-
* Enterprise managers continue to be has not yet become a determining fac- prises are indeed in the midst of mod-
considerably better informed about the tor for obtaining credit. ernizing production facilities.
operations and performance of their com-
panies than fund managers. Close moni- As competition in the banking sector is At the enterprise level considerable "pas-
toring of enterprises is costly, and still relatively weak, banks can gener- sive" restructuring of assets and liabili-
prohibitively so if investment funds have ate sizable profits through large spreads ties has taken place initially, to maintain
spread themselves thin by acquiring between deposit and lending rates, al- a certain cash flow or to improve cash
shares in too many enterprises. lowing them to set aside the necessary management in general. But evidence

provisions and reserves. Moreover, the of successful physical restructuring is
* Many investment funds, owned by partial removal of the banks' inherited less compelling. Except in sectors rep-
commercial banks, have allowed the bad portfolio, and their partial recapital- resenting traditional strongholds of the
banks to take charge of the companies. ization, have tended to reinforce the Czech economy, such as glass and ce-

banks'passive behavior ratherthan bring ramics production, most products have
* Investment funds find the trading of about fundamental change. not yet reached world class levels.
shares, transfer pricing, and nontrans-
parent equity transactions far more lu- The enterprise managers. The manag- There are, however, examples of signifi-
crative than striving for profits and ers, with their clear advantage in con- cant improvements in enterprise perfor-
dividend payments through efficient gov- trolling information and operating the mance, especially when they involve
ernance. Indeed, profits and dividends available networks, have resisted out- strategic partnerships with foreign inves-
have been an insignificant source of fund side influence, especially in mass-priva- tors, such as the Skoda-Volkswagen
income so far. tized enterprises, where dispersed enterprise.Arecentstudy-usingexport

ownership has tended to strengthen their performance, efficiency in applying la-
The commercial banks. (During the position. Apart from in foreign-owned en- bor and material inputs, and enterprise
mass privatization program, individuals terprises, few managers seem to have profits and losses as indicators-sug-
"sold" their vouchers to proliferating in- been replaced. Although most Czech gests that Czech companies in general
vestment funds, largely owned by the managers are highly skilled in their pro- have surpassed their counterparts in
banks, which, in turn, are largely owned fessional and technical abilities, they are other transition countries.
either by the government or by large in- still learning in such areas as finance
vestment funds.) Banks, as owner and management, product development, and But the recent slowdown in export per-
lender, have a twofold stake in enterprise marketing, skills very much required in formance, modest productivity gains,
governance and restructuring. As lend- a market economy. and failure to bring down inflation further
ers, they find it more attractive to ex- could be an indication that the easier part
tend loans to their traditional clients, Individual shareholders. Citizens, of restructuring may have come to an
rather than getting involved in debt re- having participated with great enthusi- end. That waste and inefficiencies were
structuring or reorganizing production, asm in mass privatization, seem to be so endemic undersocialism made it rela-
including bankrupting inviable enter- less involved in the postprivatization tively easy for Czech enterprises to take
prises. phase. Having received their shares al- advantage of export markets close by

most free, and making large returns on when they were faced with hard budget
Some analysts claim that the banks'dual the money invested, they do not exert constraints and rapid privatization at
role creates conflicts of interest, and that sufficient pressure on fund managers to home-two key reforms applied more
shareholders have to pay the price. This improve enterprise performance. On the rigorously in the Czech Republic than
has contributed to the slow development macroeconomic level there is plenty of in the other Central European coun-
of the Czech capital market. evidence that the structure of the Czech tries. Czech managers, known for their
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entrepreneurial talents, could hardly lail investment funds are attracting the best more risky, and requires continuous
to reorganize and expand production minds of the Czech entrepreneurial hard work.
quickly during the initial transformation class as sophisticated financial deals
phase, a window of opportunity aicled have become extremely rewarding. In Ulrich Heweris Senior Economist at the
by the large devaluation, low wagss, comparison, the second stage of en- World Bank This article is based on his
and peaceful labor unions. The situa- terprise restructuring-though more recentstudy,"TheCzechandSlovakPe-
tion has changed recently: banks aind needed than ever-is less rewarding, publics in Search of True Owners."
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A New Approach to Privatization: The IPO-PLUS
By Itzhak Goldberg, Gregory Jedrzejczak, and Michael Fuchs

Each approach to privatization implies to defer payments-a special facility will are allowed to drop below the initial of-
trade-offs among various goals: permit them a long grace period, long ma- fering price; the remaining shares are
* Case-by-case pnvatization (such as sales turity, and low interest rate, and possibly sold to the highest bidder. In contrast to
for cash or initial public offerings) is char- a debt write-off. the Polish program in which all enter-
acterized by efficiency; it generates rev- prises are allocated to funds, in IPO-
enue, establishes shareholder control over To ensure broad public participation, PLUS, PIFs are not obliged to purchase
managers, and provides access to capital the fund shares are sold for a uniform enterprise shares at any price.
and skills. But this approach does not pro- low price and the number of shares
mote widespread public participation in the to each individual is limited. The risks Investment and portfolio planning by PlFs
privatization process and is relatively slow. of fraud and misrepresentation, which require that the list of enterprises slated
* Voucher-based mass privatization pro- have been a feature of investment funds for privatization be announced at an early
grams, on the other hand, are designed to in some emerging markets, are miti- stage, before launching the program. Af-
promote equity in the distribution of wealth gated in the IPO-PLUS by the fact that ter publication of the list, the sale of funds'
and widespread public participation in PIFs do not appear spontaneously as in shares to the public continues simulta-
privatization. But mass privatization pro- the Czech or Russian programs, but are neously (say, weekly) with auctions of en-
grams don't ensure efficiency; they fail to a built-in feature of the scheme. Thus, terprise shares to the funds. The selection
bring in new capital or skills, create control the program cannot start until a coher- of good companies is important to stimu-
of shareholders over managers, or gener- ent legal and regulatory framework for late further demand for PIFs' shares. Still,
ate revenues. (See the World Bank's 1996 investment funds and for registering and the quality of enterprises plays a smaller
World Development Report, chapter 3.) trading enterprise shares is in place. role than in case-by-case privatization due
* Initial Public Offerings Plus, IPO-PLUS, to the deferred payment scheme and the
is a new form of privatization that attempts To promote efficiency in IPO-PLUS low initial prices of both enterprises' and
to promote both efficiency, through cre- and provide incentives for PlFs to re- PIFs' shares.
ating incentives to restructure enter- structure enterprises, PlFs are en-
prises, and equity, through widespread couraged to buy large stakes in In IPO-PLUS, PIFs are exclusive ve-
participation. IPO-PLUS thus embraces enterprises up front. Ideally, 51 percent hicles of intermediation between inves-
positive features of both case-by-case of enterprise shares are to be offered to tors-citizens and the privatized
privatization and mass privatization. PIFs in special auctions at preferential companies. This exclusivity makes

terms (see below). Thus, PlFs have in- IPO-PLUS different from most other
The IPO-PLUS scheme is now being centivestobeinvolvedincorporategov- mass programs in which funds, al-
implemented in Uzbekistan (see box) ernance of privatized companies. They though usually considered conducive
and is being discussed in Turkmenistan. also have the resources to do so be- to corporate governance, are not con-

cause, in contrast to other mass sidered absolutely essential. Two no-
What Is IPO-PLUS? privatization programs, PIFs collect cash table exceptions are the Polish and

from the population, which can be partly Kazak programs in which funds are
This initiative is based on establish- used to pay for management services. exclusive intermediaries. In the Polish
ing privatization investment funds Thus, they avoid one of the more seri- case, funds are established by the
(PIFs) that are privately owned but li- ous weaknesses of voucher privatization government. Although eventually priva-
censed and regulated by the govern- funds: shortage of liquid resources. tized through vouchers, government ini-
ment. These funds will be able to tiation makes for a major difference
purchaseat auctionshares of firmsslated Enterprise shares are offered to PIFs from IPO-PLUS, in which PIFs are ini-
for privatization, for a relatively low price. at preferential terms, initially at a fixed tiated and established by private indi-
They will finance the purchases by issu- low price. If oversubscribed, to prevent viduals. This is so because in
ing and selling their own shares (public bidding up of prices, shares are allo- IPO-PLUS the establishment of PIFs
participation shares). When buying en- cated on a pro rata basis among the is the first check of the program's vi-
terprise shares, the funds will also be able funds. If undersubscribed, share prices ability. Without a sufficient number of
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private businesses willing to invest their general, and in their PIF in particular. and economic growth. This method of
cash in founding PIFs, the program can- Such marketing savvy is a litmus test privatization should be of particular
not get off the ground. To launch the of the fund managers' financial capa- interest to policymakers in China,
program, the government must convince bility and business acumen, which will Viet Nam, and African countries. It
a sufficient number of potential fund later be critical for restructuring the offers alternatives to voucher
managers that managing PIFs car be companies they purchase. privatization, which rmay be technically
an attractive line of business. The gov- inappropriate or politically unaccept-
ernment can do so only by setting at- IPO-PLUS allows policymakers to priva- able in these countries. IPO-PLUS al-
tractive credit terms and low prices for tize a relatively small number of enter- lows widespread public participation in
company shares and by selecting attrac- prises at a time and still ensure broad privatization, but is more commercially
tive companies for privatization through public participation. IPO-PLUS is particu- oriented than the mass privatization
IPO-PLUS. larly appropriate where the objective is programs carried out in the FSU and

to encourage the involvement of outside Eastern Europe.
IPO-PLUS is a more commercial pro- owners, the emergence of stock market
gram than the other mass programs be- intermediaries, and concentration of com- Itzhak Goldberg is Senior Economist,
cause PIF managers have to demonstrate pany shares in investment funds. Gregory Jedrzejczak is Senior Private
marketing skills and build marketing chan- Sector Development Specialist, and
nels that will encourage citizens to in- Together, these components provide the Michael Fuchs is Financial Economist
vest money-both in the program, in foundation for enterprise restructuring at the World Bank.
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Economies in Transition and the WTO
by Constantine Michalopoulos

Integration into the international trading tariff levels and other practices (even the accession. The more liberal and
system leads to membership in the granting some temporary protection un- transparent the trade policy regime of
World Trade Organization (WTO). Many der specified conditions to address pro- a candidate country, the easier the
transition economies are already mem- tectionist pressures at home without membership negotiations.
bers of the WTO: countries like Bulgaria, compromising on an overall liberal trade
the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, stance)-will help to withstand domes- In the case of transition countries, a key
Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia either tic protectionist pressures. question has been the extent of contin-
were original members of the GATT and * Ensuring fair settlement of trade dis- ued state trading activities. These en-
agreed to the WTO treaties or became putes. By belonging to the WTO, even terprises may enjoy monopoly positions
members subsequently. Some fifteen small countries with little power in inter- in importing or exporting; further, they
other countries are at various stages in national trade can get a fair hearing and may not face a hard budget constraint
the accession process. resolution of potential trade grievances and thus can sell products at prices un-

against major trading powers. related to their true costs. Under Article
What are the main benefits of joining this XVII of the GATT, the WTO expects
club of free trade? The accession process can be lengthy- member countries to notify the secre-
* Securing market access. At present, in excess of two years from beginning tariat about the activity of their state trad-
most transition economies are given to end. Once a country writes a letter to ing enterprises. The provision, however,
most-favored-nation (MFN) treatment the WTO indicating its interest in becom- was never intended to apply to a situa-
voluntarily by their trading partners. Ex- ing a member, the WTO sets up a work- tion where much of the trade was con-
ports to the United States, in the ab- ingpartytoconsidertheapplication.The ducted by state-owned enterprises.
sence of MFN treatment, would be members review the applicant country's Countries in transition have also faced
subject to high tariffs (averaging 30 per- trade-both policies and practices-in considerable questioning on certain pref-
cent) compared with an MFN tariff aver- goods, services, and intellectual prop- erential trading arrangements, including
age of about 5 percent. [MFN refers to erty rights. The applicant also has to fill the free trade arrangement in place
the standard tariff treatment the United out a detailed questionnaire. (Technical among the CIS countries, and the cus-
States extends to more than 160 coun- assistance in the preparation of the toms union that in principle has been
tries; it is not a special privilege or re- country's presentation and in the devel- agreed among Belarus, Kazakstan,
ward.] The United States annually opment of its policies is available to Kyrgyzstan, and Russia. The four coun-
extends MFN status to Russia and CIS acceding members from bilateral donors tries have agreed that each will apply
countries, contingent on a review of such as the United States and Switzer- for accession with its own tariff sched-
these countries' free emigration policy land, the EU, and the World Bank, as ule, rather than applying as a member
(as stipulated in the so-called Jackson- well as the WTO itself.) of a customs union with a common ex-
Vanik amendment of the 1974 Trade Act). ternal tariff.
WTO membership would confer perma- After an understanding is obtained that
nent and unconditional MFN status on the applicant country's overall policies Whereas WTO members have to adhere
these countries. Membership for ex- and practices are compatible with the to some basic requirements and prin-
porter nations could also deter the im- WTO, the working party surveys, item ciples, there are no specific rules as to
position of quantitative restrictions on by item, the concrete levels of maximum the maximum level at which a country
sales. (For example, the EU continues tariff protection that the applicant will has to bind its tariffs; or how many ser-
to impose quantitative restrictions on apply. These tariff levels are "bound"- vices it will liberalize; or whether it need
steel products from Belarus, Russia, and that is, the country cannot change them establish antidumping legislation; or how
Ukraine-which may not be consistent unilaterally without giving other members fast it has to adhere to liberalization of
with provisions under the WTO.) "compensation" by reducing other tariffs. its agricultural regime. Even while ad-
* Protecting a liberal trade regime. Ad- The applicant also pledges to accept hering to WTO commitments, countries'
herence to international trade rules, em- certain obligations over a certain time trade regimes may be, within certain
bodied in the WTO-that is, assuming period. These commitments are made ranges, more or less protective.
legally binding obligations regarding part of the final agreement that governs continued on page 22
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continued from page 20 The right negotiating strategy also in- opportunities that accession to the WTO-

In joining, countries must decide at what cludes focusing on institutional weak- and integration in the international

level will they bind their tariffs and how nesses of the acceding transition economy-offers.

strongly they will protect their service sec- countries and, accordingly, requiring ex-

tor. They can pursue the following strate- tra time for developing appropriate legis- Constantine Michalopoulos is Senior

gies in their accession negotiations: lation-for intellectual rights protection, Adviser in the Europe and Central

* Pledge a minimum liberalization for example. In this manner, transition Asia Regional Office, the World

that still ensures accession. By main- countries can take full advantage of the Bank.

taining a significant margin of protection, 

these countries would keep some bar- Cuba's Small Businesses: Taking
gaining chips. Based on the principle of
reciprocity, they can use these chips to a W ild Ride
obtain improved access to WTO mem-
bers' markets in future rounds of nego- by Philip Peters
tiations. There are significant risks to this
strategy, however: individual countries, Cuba's cuentapropistas-1 70,000 entre- growth-even as they reaffirm that the

especially small transition economies, preneurs operating with a license plus fundamental socialist character of

have little leverage in market access ne- at least an equal number working out- Cuba's economy will not change.

gotiations, hence, the benefits they may side the legal system-mark the arrival

be able to obtainc throughetis strategy of a new small business sector within By official estimates, 10,000-15,000

may be very small. At the same time, the island's socialist economy. They are Cubans were self-employed in 1 993,

by forgoing the benefits of a liberal trade dramatically improving their standard of working as hairdressers, tailors, shoe

regime and maintaining protection living, supplying needed goods and ser- repairmen, and in other home-based oc-

through relatively high tariffs and pro- vices, and learning the habits of inde- cupations. A September 1993 decree

tected service sectors, they impose pendent actors in competitive markets. allowed self-employment in 117 new

costs on their own economies. They account for about 8 percent of the occupations. Initially, university gradu-

B Bind tariffs at levels higher than are labor force and probably put food on the ates were not eligible, but that ban was

currently applied and maintain rela- table of one in ten Cubans. lifted on July 1, 1995. As additional oc-

tively liberal trade in services, but cupations were permitted, the number
without legally binding commit- These small businesses-in official par- of licensed entrepreneurs reached

ments (both are possible under WTO lance, 'self-employment7-are the result 170,000 in June 1 995 and peaked at

rules). With this approach, countries of one in a series of new policies that 209,000 in January 1996.

risk that domestic interests will exert respond to Cuba's economic crisis.These

pressure for greater protection in the include reduced subsidies to state enter- By December 1996, principally due to

future; additionally, these applicants prises, large-scale layoffs, increased for- the introduction of a personal income tax

would impose extra costs on their eign investment, introduction of for the first time in thirty-seven years,

economies (see above), incentives in the agricultural sector, and the level dropped to about 180,000. To-

* Bind tariffs as low as possible and legalization of dealings in foreign cur- day it stands at 170,000, and officials

agree to a liberal trade regime in ser- rency. After a 35 percent contraction of say it is growing again.

vices. Consolidation of a liberal trade re- GDP between 1990 and 1993, official fig-
gime through legally binding WTO uresshowednominalgrowthin1994and The labor ministry estimates that 58

commitments would yield several benefits: 1995, and 7.8 percent growth in 1996. percent of these entrepreneurs were pre-

-It would facilitate accession. viously unemployed, 26 percent are re-

-It would provide governments politi- The impetus for change seems to come tirees supplementing their pension

cal cover against domestic protection- both from economic policymakers, who income, and 16 percent still hold a

ist interests and would make it more want to use market forces to spur growth, full-time job in the state sector. One in

difficult for future governments to re- and from the Cuban security forces, who four is a woman.

verse the liberalization. are concerned that deteriorating eco-

-It would give investors, both domes- nomic conditions could provoke social The largest concentration is in food ser-

tic and foreign, greater confidence about unrest. Officials praise self-employment vice: 29 percent are involved in preparing

the stability of the trade regime. as a source of jobs, services, and and selling snacks and workers' lunches.
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In May 1996 about 1,800 small private told us that after seeing the slow ser- predictable basis for calculating prices
restaurants were operating-the famous vice in competitors' establishments, he and profit margins. Many must resort
paladares that took their slang name from set a standard, which he meets, of serv- to black market sources, a risky and
a Brazilian soap opera broadcast in Cuba. ing his customers within ten minutes of time-consuming practice that exposes
The rest of this sector is spread across a receiving their order.) them to possible legal penalties.
broad range of service providers, includ- * Some regulations are designed to limit
ing carpenters, plumbers, auto and tire re- For their hard work, many earn several competition with state enterprises. For
pairmen, "messengers" (shoppers), times the salaries they earned in gov- example, the self-employed cannot hire
barbers, hairdressers, glasscutters, bi- ernment offices or state enterprises. employees unless they are in food ser-
cycle parking lot operators, flowervendors, Elena, a single mother working at a Ha- vice. Paladares are not permitted to of-
tutors, home video theater operators, taxi vana food stand, was typical. She earned fer beef or shellfish, they are limited to
drivers, and others. 171 pesos monthly as a government twelve seats, and they can only employ

secretary; in her current job, she earns family members.
Ten days of observation in Havana last that in a week. "I prefer this kind of work," * There is concern that the government
December showed that many of these she said. "Here you always see the re- might reverse course and reduce the
entrepreneurs are well educated and sults of your work and I can take better scope for self-employment.
trained. They are industrious and use care of my daughter." * Cuba's new personal income tax, en-
great ingenuity to keep prerevolutionary acted to produce revenue and reduce in-
cars and equipment in working orderand The cuentapropistas we interviewed come inequality, has led to widespread
to obtain basic supplies. They calculate described their main challenges and confusion and misunderstanding.
market conditions, scout good locations, concerns: Clearly, it has driven some entrepreneurs
try to set optimal prices, and care about * Lack of access to a legal wholesale out of business and others underground.
customer service. (One paladar owner supply system means that they have no But last December, dozens could also
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be found in lines at local tax offices sign- Cuba now confronts both external and Before the 1991 party congress, Cu-
ing up to pay taxes. Their revenues made internal capitalism. He called for an ideo- ban officials predicted widely that farm-
the tax payments affordable, and they logical offensive to counter selfishness, ers markets would be permitted to open.
wanted to end their risk of being fined mercantilist psychology, the desire for During that congress, Fidel Castro took
for tax evasion. unfair profit, and consumerism.With rhe- the floor and blasted the proposal in a

torical winds blowing in the antireform vociferous, orthodox speech. The pro-
What Does the Future Hold? direction, Cuban economic policy may posal was formally rejected. Two years

tread water until the October commu- later, the markets were open.
Cuba has clearly weathered the economic nist party congress, or beyond. It seems
crisis that produced a near-standstill in unlikely that Cuba's entrepreneurial sec- Philip Peters is Senior Fellow at the
1993 and 1994. But serious economic tor will be permitted to reach its full po- Alexis de Tocqueville Institution, Arling-
difficulties remain, including severely re- tential in the near term. ton, Virginia. This report is based on his
stricted and expensive international credit December 1996 field research in Cuba.
options, dilapidated capital stock, and But in economically strapped Havana, To contact the author: peters@dgs.
vast underemployment. Policymakers are rhetoric doesn't always guide policy. dgsys.com.
under pressure to generate growth.
Against this backdrop, self-employment
represents an attractive option. The en-
trepreneurial energy of Cuba's people rep- W orld Bank/IM F Agenda
resents the only sure source of goods,
services, and employment that requires World Bank/AMF Support to Romania for 7.5 percent of all state-company
no credit or investment from overseas. losses, and shutdown a further 20 un-

The World Bank on June 3 approved profitable state-owned farms. Romania
Self-employment is unique in another re- three loans totaling $550 million to Ro- will formally accept the IMF's Article VilI
spect, however. Because it is the one mania in support of the government's in July or August and then consider a
economic reform that relies not on state reform policy to alleviate poverty and to trading band for the leu, National Bank
planning, but on individual initiative, it is get the economy moving again. The new Governor Mugur Isarescu announced on
politically sensitive. It has given inde- loans will finance social protection ($50 May 29 in London.
pendence and high incomes to scores million), the agricultural sector's adjust-
of thousands of Cuban citizens. ment ($350 million) and improvements Romania's monthly inflation fell to 6.9

in Romania's highways ($150 million). percent in April from the all-time high of
Last DecemberCuban officials called for On April 23 the IMF approved a 30.7 percent in March; the country's cur-
the "consolidation" of the sector, by thirteen-month standby agreement for rent account deficit narrowed to $182
which they mean enforcement of regu- Romania including credits totaling $430 million in the first two months of 1997
lations and getting businesses on the million. The first installment of about $86 from $291 million in the same period last
tax rolls. Reports from Cuba indicate that million was made available immediately. year. Foreign direct investment increased
some enforcement actions targeted tax Four additional quarterly installments of to $191 million from $26 million during
evasion; others were aimed at allegedly the same amount will be subject to the the same period. The country's foreign
stolen raw materials; still others may observance of performance criteria and exchange reserves will reach $2 billion
have been aimed at reducing competi- a review of exchange rate policy. in June, compared with a current level
tion with state enterprises. (Of course, of $1.2 billion and $700 million at the
the surest way to "consolidate" the sec- The main objectives of the government's end of 1996, according to the National
tor, end theft of raw materials, promote program are to reduce monthly inflation Bank of Romania.
recordkeeping, and collect more tax rev- to about 2 percent in the second half of
enue would be to adopt pending propos- the year, cut the current account deficit World Bank Expects to Lend Poland
als to create a legal wholesale supply to $1.4 billion from last year's $2.3 bil- $200-400 Million
system for cuentapropistas, and to al- lion, and increase foreign exchange re-
low entrepreneurs to hire employees.) serves.The government has also pledged The World Bank expects to lend Poland

to privatize about 3,000 enterprises and between $200-$400 million annually over
Rhetoric has also heated up. In an April at least 2 banks by the end of the year, the next three years in support of the pri-
speech President Fidel Castro said close 10 industral enterprses that account vate and social sectors, including reform
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of the pension and school systems, pub- Moldova, Slovakia, Slovenia. cluding improved out-patient care.
lic finance, and environmental protec- *Basil Kavalsky (South Africa), from the * $85 million to help restructure priva-
tion, and will provide guarantees for Warsaw Office: Estonia, Latvia, tized companies.
financing big projects such as Poland's Lithuania, Poland. * $22.6 million to improve economic
highway building program-James *Kiyoshi Kodera (Japan): Kazakstan, analysis of structural reforms.
Wolfensohn announced during his recent Kyrgyz Republic, Turkmenistan (he takes
visit to Poland. This amount will be less over as of August). Negotiations on an $800 million credit to
than the $3.7 billion the World Bank: al- *Ajay Chhibber (India): FYR Macedonia, strengthen Russia's social safety net, the
located to the country in the first 1our Turkey. Bank's biggest loan ever to this country,
years of market reforms after 1989, but *Michael Carter (U.K.), from the Mos- were completed in early June and will be
it could exceed the $543 million in com- cow Office: Russia. taken up by the Board of Directors on
mitments over FY94-96, depending on June 26. The loan will be used to help the
the pace of major policy reforms. World Bank to Approve $1.7 Billion poor and other vulnerable groups cope

in Loans to Russia with fallout from Russia's reforms, cov-
Europe and Central Asia Country ering pensions, unemployment assis-
Departments Moving to the Field On June 5 the World Bank approved six tance, and welfare, including maternity

loans totaling $884.6 million to Russia: and sick leave.
As part of the World Bank's effort to pro- * $600 million for wide-ranging structural
vide greater country and client focus, the reforms throughout the economy. Wolfensohn Foresees $3 Billion An-
Europe and Central Asia Regional Of- * $71 million to help higher education in- nual Lending to Russia
fice (ECA) is expanding the number of stitutions reorient their teaching of eco-
country directors, as well as gradually nomics and social sciences toward The World Bank is prepared to lend Rus-
moving some of them into the field from market economy conditions. sia up to $3 billion annually, provided the
the Bank's Washington, D.C., offices. As * $40 million to reform the problem- governmentdeliverson an accelerated pro-
Vice President Johannes Linn in an ear- plagued power sector. gram of structural reforms, World Bank
lier interview with Transition pointed out, * $66 million for health care reform, in- President James Wolfensohn announced
"Over time, such functions as procure- during his recent visit to Moscow. New
ment and disbursement can increasingly annual lending of $2 billion would support
be carried out from the field. The decen- v the Russian government's economic re-
tralization will proceed carefully, other- structuring in order to reduce the wage and
wise it could be quite costly." The r ? pension arrears and make timely social
following eleven country directors have .-- amnts. These loans will be provided if
been selected assume their positions as yfl Ap4/the government makes considerable
of July 1, 1997, and to manage World i::..Q0? ? Q zMppd at h ^ ? a k a ? ? g progress in regulating natural monopolies
Bank operations for the respective coun- and reforming its tax, pension, and
tries (their nationality is shown in paren- privatization policies. A further $1 billion a
theses): . 5lm ? W. year would finance investment in such
*Arntraud Hartmann (German): Albania, areas as water supply, district heating,
Croatia. nae iGseqit~and power generation.
*Judy O'Connor (Ireland): Armenia, Gsor- the Wand 8 nte sta ? 

g ia. i?Guarantees for Sea Launch Venture
*Ishrat Husain (Pakistan): Azerbaijan, w th Wrd an g?

Tajikistan, Uzbekistan. s f ?ctOmiC i ? 5 The World Bank has approved partial risk
*Paul Siegelbaum (U.S.): Belarus, We re.? ?.. .y fs OP pt.OP that Yguarantees worth $200 million to cover

Ukraine. P .,. Russian and Ukrainian enterprises in-
*Christiaan Poortman (Netherlandis): I swt tamtai~0 volved in the Sea Launch joint venture
Bosnia. aso e opin exprss that is aimed at launching commercial
-,Kenneth Lay (U.S.): Bulgaria, Cyprus, ~ fteath~~l.tsatellites from a converted oil platform.
Portugal, Romaniat (Joint venture partners are the U.S.'s
*Roger Grawe (U.S.), from the Budapest .o Boeing Russia's RSC Energia
Office: Czech Republic, Hungary, Ukraine's Yuzhnoye, and Norway's
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Kvaerner Maritime.) Russian and Ukrai- and the World Bank in Washington, D.C. zine Asian Age. In accordance with
nian rockets and launch systems will be Agreements on a proposed $200-250 Beijing's requirements, 99 percent of the
transported to the United States to be million World Bank Public Sector Adjust- loan aid would be focused on
assembled with Boeing satellites and ment Loan (PSAL) will be finalized in less-developed inland areas. China is
taken to a remote area of the Pacific for 1997. Talks with the World Bank are also "one of the most successful portfolios
launching. The guarantees cover politi- currently under way regarding additional in the Bank," Hope said, adding that Chi-
cal risks and involve the companies as loans to support reforms in higher edu- nese funding utilization served as a
well as the governments of Russia and cation and vocational training in Hungary. model for World Bank projects around
Ukraine. World Bank Vice President The World Bank is supporting Hungary's the world. Some recent World Bank
Johannes Linn commented:'The Bank's accession to the European Union. agreements with China:
partial risk guarantees will help Russia * $85 million IDA credit (approved on
and Ukraine take advantage of their ex- Loans Withheld from Uzbekistan May 27), financing the Fourth Basic
pertise in the aerospace industry, while Education Project, will help China in-
also creating much-needed jobs in their Over the past few months, excess money crease access, quality, and manage-
countries." (According to estimates, the has fed inflation in Uzbekistan and the ment of basic education in the country's
joint venture will generate close to $2 government has tightened exchange and poor and minority areas. It will benefit
billion of incremental exports for Russia traderestrictions,leadingthelMFandthe nearly 6.2 million children, 44,000
and Ukraine over the life of the project, World Bank to withhold around $450 mil- schools, and 1 38,000 teachers and
thereby helping to maintain 20,000- lion of previously planned official credits education managers. The project cov-
30,000 high-wage, high-skill jobs in the that were tied to macroeconomic targets ers ninety poor counties in Guizhou,
two countries.) the country could not meet, according to Hainan, Heilon-gjiang, Hunan, Shanxi,

the Financial Times and World Bank staff. and Yunnan provinces.
IMF Releases $696.7 Million According to central bank figures, in the * $400 million loan (endorsed on May

fourth quarter of 1996, the Uzbek base 22) will create an independent power
In late May the IMF approved the release money supply grew by 70 percent, par- company, the Tuoketuo Electric Power
of a $696.7 million tranche from a three- tially as a result of massive budgetary Generation Company (TEPCG) to build
year, $10 billion extended fund facility onlending intended for the cotton sector. a power plant in Inner Mongolia to ex-
credit to Russia, along with a return to a Prime Minister Utkur Soltanov candidly port electricity to the fast-growing
quarterly economic review process from defended his country's monetary policy: Beijing-Taijin-Tangshan area. Under the
the earlier monthly monitoring practice. "Over five years of the existence of our oversight of the North China Power
For this year, Russia could receive up to state, this is the first time, and we hope Group Corporation, the project (which
$2.8 billion in credit from the IMF if it the last time, that we had to resort to has a total cost of $1.29 billion) will
meets quarterly performance criteria. suchacreditemission.Wehadtochoose. expand and strengthen the transmis-
(Russia has committed to limit its primary Either we do nothing and lose our cotton sion system. China generated two and
fiscal deficit to less than 1 percent of sector, or we sacrifice some inflation." one half times more power in 1995 than
gross domestic product this year as However, pressures on the balance of in 1980 and it is estimated that supply
against 1.5 percent in 1996. Under the payments and the exchange rate are un- falls 10 percent short of power de-
program, Russia's inflation is expected likely to dissipate under the current poli- mand.
to decline to 12 percent by December cies-theblackmarketratefortheUzbek *$120 million loan (approved in mid-
from nearly 22 percent the year before. sum has soared to more than double the May) will finance a major agricultural
Russia's foreign borrowing in 1997 will be official rate and shows no signs of mod- development project in the northeast-
around $9.8 billion.) erating, noted World Bank staff. ern Heilongjiang province (total cost is

$240 million). It will benefit some 2.75
Hungary Receives EFSAL Recent World Bank Support to China million farm families. Livestock and

aquaculture production will expand,
Hungary has received a $112.5 million The World Bank's International Devel- crop and livestock processing will im-
loan from the World Bank as the first opment Association (IDA) expects to prove, and new production and pro-
installment of a $225 million Enterprise provide China with $3.5 billion in loans cessing technologies will be
and Financial Sector Adjustment Loan annually over the next three fiscal years, introduced. The balance of the financ-
(EFSAL). The agreement was signed according to World Bank Director Nicholas ing will come from the provincial gov-
duringthesemiannualmeetingofthelMF Hope as reported in the Indian maga- ernment and other beneficiaries.
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Bulgaria Receives World Bank Loan precommunism owners, and bringing ...Banking Sector Reform in Mongolia...
for Emergency Purchases... Bulgaria into the EU and NATO. Interim

Premier Stefan Sofianski said he ex- A $10 million Banking and Enterprise
The World Bank approved a $40 million pected Bulgaria's annual inflation for Sector Adjustment Credit (BESAC), and
Critical Imports Rehabilitation Loan to 1997 to be about 600 percent, lower a $2 million Banking, Enterprise, and
Bulgaria on May 8. The loan will help than the 769 percent projected under a Legal Technical Assistance Credit
finance the immediate purchase of standby accord with the IMF last (BELTAC)toMongolia(approvedonMay
medicine, wheat, and fuels, which are month. 1) will help that country to transform its
currently in extremely short supply. The banking system into an efficient and
loan will be at the standard interest rate World Bank Lending Will Support safe intermediator of resources.
for LIBOR-based, U.S. dollar, single-cur- Reform in FYR Macedonia...
rency loans with a twenty-year matu- ... Education in Moldova...
rity, including a five-year grace period. A $30 million loan and a $30 million
Since Bulgaria joined the World Bank IDA credit to the former Yugoslav Re- A $16.8 million loan to Moldova (ap-
in 1990, Bank commitments have to- public (FYR) Macedonia (approved on proved on April 22) will help finance a
taled about $933 million for thirteen May 6) will help consolidate the General Education Project in support of
operations. (On April 11 the IMF finally government's recent reforms. (By mid- the government's education reform ef-
approved the long-awaited $657 million 1997 it is expected that 1,150 enter- forts. The project is designed to enhance
loan, comprising a $510 million standby prises out of a total of 1,217 will have the quality of primary and lower-second-
arrangement and a $147 million emer- completed privatization.) Since join- ary education (grades 1-9) through im-
gency credit for cereal imports to off- ing the World Bank and IDA in 1993, proved curricula, new textbooks, and
set a bad harvest.) On May 23 the FYR Macedonia has received $300 teacher training for 45,000 teachers and
European Bank for Reconstruction and million in Bank/IDA commitments for administrative staff. Since Moldova
Development (EBRD) announced that eight projects. On April 11 the IMF ap- joined the World Bank in 1992, Bank
it has approved new loans for Bulgaria proved a $75 million, three-year En- commitments totaled $248 million for
totaling $300 million. The loans will help hanced Structural Adjustment Facility eight projects.
Bulgaria upgrade and develop its rail- loan.
roads, highways, and airports, as well ... Public Sector Management in the
as privatize parts of the tourist sector ...Pension Reform in Latvia Kyrgyz Republic...
and create competitive markets in ag-
riculture. A $18.1 million loan approved on May A $44 million Public Sector Resource

6 will help finance welfare reform in Management Adjustment Credit to
.... and Readies Its Currency Boarld Latvia. Successful implementation of Kyrgyz Republic (approved on April 17)

this project will put Latvia on the cut- will support that government's efforts to
A team of IMF officials is helping E3ul- ting edge of social insurance admin- strengthen budgetary planning, execu-
garian officials set up a currency beard istration throughout Europe and help tion, and auditing; reorganize the finan-
by the end of July. The board will tie the to speed up the country's accession cial links between central and local
lev to the German mark and will strictly to the European Union, said Louise governments; and provide essential pub-
limit the amount of currency the bank Fox, project task manager of the lic services that are to be divested by
can issue, making the money supply Bank. The four to fifteen days it cur- state-owned enterprises. Since
dependent on the bank's hard-currency rently takes to calculate pension ben- Kyrgyzstan joined the World Bank and
reserves. The agreement with the IMF efits will be reduced to just fifteen IDA in 1992, it has received credits of
also prohibits the national bank from minutes. The Bank will help the In- about $358 million for twelve projects.
providing cheap credits to cover bud- spectorate of Private Pensions to be-
get deficits or the losses of state en- come an effective supervisory body ...Poverty Alleviation in Tajikistan...
terprises. The new government's staLted and to provide a training program for
priorities are carrying out reforms accountants, auditors, asset manag- A $12 million credit to Tajikistan (ap-
agreed on with the IMF, providing for ers, and fund managers. Since Latvia proved on April 10) will strengthen com-
the social cost of reform, fighting orga- joined the World Bank in 1992, Bank munity-based social infrastructure and
nized crime, opening secret police files commitments have totaled about $250 services. The Pilot Poverty Alleviation
on public figures, returning lancl to million for nine projects. Project is designed to benefit about
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250,000 poor people. It will target com- Fund and World Bank Development argues that the World Bank and the re-
munities most in need, work through a Committee meeting. The Bank's $15 gional development banks will normally
social investment fund, and draw on the billion in annual lending generates on be the best institutions to offer advice
expertise of international nongovern- average a gross annual profit of $37.5 and finance reforms to the financial
mental organizations already active in million. But income is falling, in part system. But financial sector conditions
Tajikistan, project manager Michael because relatively lucrative fixed rate laid down in Bank and IMF programs
Mills explained. Since Tajikistan joined loans are expiring and because lending are occasionally inconsistent and coun-
the World Bank and IDA in 1993, cred- on the Bank's present standard terms terproductive. "The coordination be-
its to Tajikistan have totaled $55 mil- is no longer profitable at the margin. tween the IMF and the World Bank
lion for two projects. Wolfensohn argues that the Bank is should take place at all levels, extend

more like a foundation than a commer- to regular and frequent contact between
... Real Estate Registration in Kazakstan cial enterprise, so it is more important financial sector and country experts in

to make its $25 billion capital base in- both institutions, and be based on clear
A $10 million loan to Kazakstan (ap- flation-proof than to make money on and efficient procedures for coordinat-
proved on April 3) will help to finance a day-to-day business. But income will be ing operations and establishing joint pri-
pilot program that will design and test a too low to do this by fiscal 1999. (The orities for country operations," the report
real estate registration system. The Bank earned about $1.2 billion in fiscal says.
project will encourage the development 1996, which it used to replenish its re-
of land and real estate markets in serves, reduce interest rate charges for $195 Million to Patch Up Viet Nam's
Kazakstan. Since Kazakstan joined the borrowers, and help fund low-cost loans Roads
World Bank in 1992, Bank commitments for the world's poorest nations.)
have totaled $959 million for thirteen Viet Nam's transportation system got
projects. Global Watchdogs Urged to Bark with a boost with the approval of a $195.6

One Voice million IDA credit to upgrade and mod-
Multilateral Investment Guarantee ernize the country's highway system.
Agency's Updated Information Finance ministers and central bank gov- The project will continue the reconstruc-
Service: http://www.ipanet.net ernors from the Group of Ten leading tion of Highway 1 (the main north-south

industrial countries, during the semi- road).
The World Bank Group's Multilateral In- annual meetings of the IMF and the
vestment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) World Bank, endorsed a report that Paving the Way to Bosnia Donors
has updated its internet-based Invest- defines the respective roles of various Conference
ment Promotion Network (IPAnet). First international institutions and urges them
launched in October 1995, IPAnet pro- not to trespass on each other's terri- At the end of May Bosnia's ethnic
vides free information on investment tory. The report-according to an April groups finally endorsed a broad pack-
and business opportunities. It is cur- 28 Financial Times article-concluded age of fiscal, trade policy, and customs
rently used by more than 2,000 organi- that guidelines to promote financial sta- laws, called the "Quick Start Package,"
zations and individuals in more than 140 bility should be drawn up and promoted aimed at restoring the nation's financial
countries. The 1997 update offers new by the International Accounting Stan- institutions. The package came on the
and expanded information resources, dards Committee, the G10 Committee heels of another accord by Bosnia's
on-line help, and enhanced search and on Payment and Settlement Systems, Serb, Croat, and Moslem leaders to
navigation capabilities. the Basel Committee on Banking Su- form a single central bank and an in-

pervision, the International Organization terim currency, though with different
World Bank President Warns about of Securities Commissions, and the designs for each territory. The move
Drop in Bank's Income International Association of Insurance should pave the way for $90 million in

Supervisors. financial assistance from the IMF and
World Bank President James spur convocation by the World Bank and
Wolfensohn warned that the World No organizations are as yet develop- the European Commission of another
Bank's net profits were set to drop ing norms for loan classification, as- international donors conference, to
sharply, leaving less money to help the set valuation and provisioning, design make plans to raise $1.4 billion for aid
world's poor. The warning came on April and use of deposit insurance, or good projects in Bosnia in 1997. The confer-
29, at the joint International Monetary corporate governance. The G1 0 report ence has been postponed several times
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because Bosnia's leaders coulcin't Topics: Monetary and exchange rate
agree on a common economic policy. Conference policy, implementing monetary sys-

tems, banking supervision, internal or-
World Bank's Bosnia Report Carcl Diary ganization of a central bank and its

relationship with government.
In a letter to the New York Times, World Investment Window for Ukraine Con- Information: N. Tucker, Centre for Post-
Bank Director Christine Wallich re- ference and Exhibition Soviet Studies, GSEIS, University of
sponded to charges, made in the Mlay July 1-2, 1997, Frankfurt, Germany Reading, Whiteknights, P:O. Box 218,
18 article "For Bosnia, Peace Is Com- Reading RG6 6AA, United Kingdom, tel.
ing Up Empty-Handed," that the Bank is Information: Adam Smith Institute, 11- 44-118-931-6637, fax44-118-975-5442,
exacerbating political tensions there by 13 Charterhouse Buildings, London, Email: n.d.tucker@reading.ac.uk
slowing down two-thirds of the $1.8 bil- EClM 7AN, United Kingdom, tel. 44-171-
lion pledged for reconstruction because 490-3774, fax 44-171-490-8932, Email: ASCE's Seventh Annual Meeting
of the country's lack of progress on eco- 100451.312@compuserve.com August 7-9, 1997, Miami, Florida,
nomic reforms. Wallich wrote that 64 United States
percent of the World Bank-administered Transition in Central and Eastern
funds have been spent on the ground to Europe Organizer: The Association for the
date, and that this is one of the best July 1-5, 1997, Belgrade, Serbia, Yugo- Study of the Cuban Economy.
records among postwar reconstruction slavia Information: Jorge P6rez-L6pez, ASCE
efforts. Reconstruction goals may be Program Chairman, 5881-6th Street,
slowed, Wallich said, because donor Organizer: Yugoslav Association of Falls Church, Virginia 22041, United
countries may condition reconstruction Sasakawa Fellows, Ryoichi Sasakawa States, tel. 703-379-8812, Email:
assistance on political progress to com- Young Leaders Fellowship Fund. perezlop@erols.com
ply with the Dayton accords. Information: Sasakawa Forum-Belgrade

1997, Mr. Mihajlo D. Rabrenovic, The Transforming Government in Eco-
Popular Guarantee Facility in Bosnia Yugoslav Association of Sasakawa Fel- nomic Transition

lows, Ul. Susedgradska br. 4-A/6, YU- September 12-14, 1997, Moscow, Rus-
The World Bank has helped set up a 11090 Belgrade, Serbia, Yugoslavia, sian Federation
guarantee facility covering political risk Email: m.rabrenovic@lse.ac.uk
-including the risk of war and civil dis- Topics: Public finance and invest-
turbance-to encourage investment in International Conference on the ment in transition economies.
Bosnia and Herzegovina. The scheme Economies of Greater China: Growth, Information: Alastair McAuley, Uni-
is designed to help restart industry and Opportunities, and Risks versity of Essex, Department of Eco-
production by attracting private foreign July 7-8, 1997, Perth, Australia nomics, Wivenhoe Park, C04 3SQ
money. The guarantee facility is adniin- Colchester, United Kingdom, tel. 44-
istered in Sarajevo by the Investment Organizer: Department of Economics, 1206-872-721, fax44-1206-872-724,
Guarantee Agency, an independent The University ofWestern Australia, and Email: andmc@ essex.ac.uk or
corporation owned by the government the Chinese Economic Studies Associa- mcauley@nes.cemi.rssi.ru
of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Its guar- tion of Australia.
antees will be backed by IDA and by Information: CESAA Conference Gover- Confidence Building for Regional
other donors. A total of $18.5 million nor, Department of Economics, Univer- and Global Security: An Intellectual
has already been donated as capital sity of Western Australia, Nedlands, WA Challenge in the Era of Change
for the guarantee facility, made up of 6907, Australia, tel. 619-380-3964, fax 619- September 13-18, 1997, Coventry,
$10 million of IDA money, $7 million 380-1016, Email: ywu@ecel.uwa.edu.au United Kingdom
from the Swiss government, and $1.5
million from the Swedish government. Central Banking in Post-Soviet Organizer: Center for Study of Forgive-
The goal is to build the capital behind Economies ness and Reconciliation.
the guarantee to $50 million. Eight for- July 10-11,1997, Reading, United Kingdom Information: Kamran Mofid, Center for
eign companies have so far shown in- Study of Forgiveness and Reconciliation,
terest and have signed up for the Organizer: Centre for Post-Soviet Stud- tel. 441-203-838-400, fax 441-203-838-
scheme. ies, Centre for Central Banking Studies. 400.
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Institutions in Transition Wissenschaftszentrum, Hollaendische University of Grenoble, 1241 Rue des
September 18-20, 1997, Radenci Spa, Strasse 36 - 38, 34109 Kassel, Germany, Residences, BP47 Grenoble, France, tel.
Slovenia teL 49-561-804-30 09, fax 49-561-804-37 33-476-825-819, fax 33-476-825-862.

92, Email: gorzka @hrz.uni-kassel.de
The aim of the conference is to stimulate Banking and Finance in the Baltics'97
comparative theoretical discussion of dif- Social and Economic Aspects of Age- October 15-17, 1997, Riga, Latvia
ferent ways in which institutions evolve or ing Societies: An Important Social De-
are designed, and to outline the importance velopment Issue Organizer: LBS Exhibitions and Confer-
of institutional choice and innovation for September 25-28, 1 997, Ljubljana, ences
successful transition and development. Slovenia Information: Latvian Business School, 1
Organizer: Institute of Macroeconomic Maza Pils Str., Riga, LV 1050, Latvia,
Analysis and Development of the Slovene Organizer: Institute for Economic Re- tel. 371-721-1186, fax 371-722-4429,
government. search, Ljubljana, Slovenia. Email: Ibs@mailblx.riga.lv, Internet:http:/
Participants include: Bruno Frey, Enrico Topics: Demographic and sociological /www./vnet.lv/BFB96
Colombatto, Svetozar Pejovich, Zeljko aspects of population aging, including
Bogetic, and Fareed Hassan. housing and health care, economic con- Seventh Zittau Seminar on the En-
Information: Janez Sustersic, Faculty of sequences, and pension system re- ergy Situation in the Countries of
Economics, University of Ljubljana, forms. Eastern Europe
Kardelijeva pl. 17, Si-1000 Ljubljana, Information: Nada Stropnik, Institute for November 3-5, 1997, Zittau, Germany
Slovenia, fax 361-61-189-2698. Economic Research, Kardeljeva ploscad

17, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia, tel. 386- Organizer: Hochschule fuer Technik,
European Integration as a Challenge 61-345-787, fax 386-61-342-760, Email: Wirtschaft und Sozialwesen, Zittau/
for Structural Change stropnik@ier.si Goerlitz (FH).
September 21-23, 1997, Breisach bei Information: Professor W. Riesner,
Freiburg, Germany Twenty-sixth Conference of the Japa- Hoshschule fuer Technik, Wirtschaft und

nese Association for Russian and Sozialwesen, Zittau/Goerlitz (FH),
Language: German. East European Studies Fachbereich Wirtschaftswissenschaften,
Information: Prof. Dr. Dieter Cassel, October 4-5, 1997, Kyoto, Japan TheodorKoemerAllee 16, 02763Zittau,
Gesamthochschule Duisburg, Fachbereich Germany, tel. 49-3583-611-415, fax 49-
Wirtschaftswissenschaft, Lotharstrasse 65, Organizer: The Japanese Association for 3583-510-626.
LB 326, D47048 Duisburg, Germany tel. Russian and East European Studies
49-203-379-2352, fax 49-203-379-2353. (JAREES). Entrepreneurship in the Transition

Topics: Changing market and society of Economies of Central and Eastern
International Forum: Strengthening the transition economies; issues on the Europe
Women's Business Organizations collapse of the socialist system. November 6-7, 1997, New York, United
September 22-24, 1997, United States Information: Dr. Satoshi Mizobata, Asso- States

ciate Professor, Kyoto Institute of Eco-
Information: Ms. Trisha Roys or Ms. Eva nomic Research, Kyoto University, Call for papers: Deadline May 31, 1997
Shaw-Smith, The Center for International Yoshidahon-machi, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, (500-word detailed abstract on work in
Private Enterprise (CIPE), 1615 H Street 606-01, Japan, tel. 75-753-7144, fax 75- progress).
NW, Washington, D.C. 20062-2000, 753-7148, Email: mizobata@kier.kyoto- Organizer: The Institute for EastWest
United States, tel. 1-202-463-5901, fax u.ac.jp Studies and the Berkley Center for En-
1-202-887-3447, Email: troys@cipe.org, trepreneurial Studies at the Stern School
eshaw@cipe.org, Web:http://wwwcipe.org Post-privatization Period in Eastern of Business, New York University.

Europe: A Chance for Enterprises and Topics: The nature, extent, and growth
German-Czech Economic Cooperation Shareholders of entrepreneurial activity in the transi-
September 25-26, 1997, Kassel, Ger- October 14-19, 1997, Chisinau, Moldova tion economies and the impact of entre-
many. preneurship on the transition process.

Organizer: University of Grenoble. Information: Paul Wachtel, Institute for
Language: German. Information: Ivan Samson, Chairman EastWest Studies, 700 Broadway 2nd
Information:Dr Gabriele Gorzka, Ost- West- of Organizational Committee on EU, floor, New York, New York 10003, United
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States, tel. 1-212-824-4100, fax 1-212 11
824-4149, Email: PWACHTEL@stern New Books and Working Papers
nyu.edu The Macroeconomics and Growth Division regrets that it is unable to provide the

5th Annual Conference on Marketing publications listed.
Strategies for Central & Eastern Europe
December 10-12, 1997, Vienna, Austria World Bank Publications Policy Research Working Papers

Call for papers: Deadline August 31, 1997. To receive ordering and price informa- Simeon Djankov and Gerhard Pohl, The
Information: Prof. Dr. Reiner Springrer, tion for World bank publications, write: Restructuring of Large Firms in
Wirtschaftsuniversitaet Vienna, Althan- World Bank, PO. Box 7247-8619, Phila- Slovakia, 1758, April 1997, 28 p.
strasse 51, A-1090 Vienna, Austria, tel: delphia, PA 19170, United States, tel.
43-1-3133-64371, fax 43-1-3133-67,51, 202-473-1155, fax202-676-0581;orvisit Large industrial firms in Slovakia have
Email: springer@isis.wu-wien.ac.at; or the World Bank bookstores, in the United restructured more rapidly than expected,
Peter Chadraba, DePaul University; 1 States, 701-18th Street, N.W, Washing- including those regarded as "non-viable"
East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois ton, D.C., orin France, 66 avenue d'lena, only a few years ago. Authors evaluated
60604, United States, tel. 312-362-88 1, 75116 Paris, Email: books@ world twenty-one Slovak firms for the period
fax 312-362-5647, Email: pchadrab@ bank.org, Internet: http://www.world 1991-96, based on detailed financial in-
wppost.depaul.edu bank.org/ formation and interviews with top man-

agement. Privatization to insiders,

The Enlargement of the European Angus Deaton,TheAnalysisofHouse- through management-employee
Union and Its Globalization hold Surveys: A Macroeconometric buyouts, did not hamper restructuring
January 3-5, 1998, Chicago, Illinois, Approach to Development Policy, because the new owners (old managers)
United States 1997, 432 p. invested heavily in new technology, laid

off a substantial part of the workforce,

Organizer: Association of Comparative Pierre Guislain, The Privatization sought foreign partnerships, and were
Economic Studies. Challenge: A Strategic, Legal, and In- prepared to sell controlling stakes to
Topics: Macroeconomic implications of stitutional Analysis of International outsiders in return for fresh financial re-
the enlargement of the European Union. Experience, 1997, 412 p. sources.
Information: Jana Serghyov, Taussigova To order: Faten Ha tab, Room H8-087,
1155, 18200 Prague 8, Czech Republic, Bruno Laporte and Dena Riiigold, tel. 202-473-5835, fax 202-477-8772,
tel./fax 42-02-858-4640. Trends in Education Access and Fi- Email:fhatab@worldbank.org

nancing during the Transition in Cen-
__ __ tral and Eastern Europe, 1997, 56 p. Aymo Brunetti, Gregory Kisunko, and

The Budget Cutter Beatrice Weder Institutional Obstacles
Caroline Moser and Cathy Mcllwaine, to Doing Business: Region-by-Region

.~ ., , . iHousehold Responses to Poverty Results from a Worldwide Survey of the
and Vulnerability, Urban Management Private Sector, 1759, April 1997, 75 p.
Program Policy Papers 21-24; vol. 2,
Confronting Crisis in Angyalfold, A new cross-country survey conducted
Budapest, Hungary, 1997, 120 p. in sixty-nine countries and covering more

than 3,600 entrepreneurs provides
Shao Shiwei, China: Power Sector compartive data on local investors'prob-
Regulation in a Socialist Market lems in dealing with the state, including
Economy, World Bank Discussion Pa- the predictability of laws and policies,
per 361, 1997, 172 p. the reliability of the judiciary, corruption

in bureaucracies, and security of prop-

i Shahid Yusuf and Weiping Wu, The Dy- erty rights. Some of the major findings:
namics of Urban Growth in Three * Entrepreneurs in Asia have the most
Chinese Cities, 1997. trust in government policy changes; en-

From the Russian weekly St. Petersburg Press. trepreneurs in the CIS economies are
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the most cynical about the issue. About for limited cofinancing to improve the be carefully designed to improve equity
fifty percent of entrepreneurs in both quality of curative care; or they can im- as well as efficiency and growth. Only
Latin America and Central and Eastern prove efficiency in the use of public fa- further empirical analyses will determine
Europe distrust government measures. cilities and the health care system as a whether the redistributional goal has
* Entrepreneurs worldwide feel that theft whole. been achieved.
and crime drives business costs, sub- To order: Selina Khan, Room N8-024, tel.
stantially higher, and that authorities do The literature has focused largely on how 202-473-3651, fax 202-522-1153, Email:
not adequately guarantee personal safety raising revenue affects the poor, but the skhan8@worldbank.org
or reliably enforce property rights. more important effect is likely to be the
* Unreliable judiciaries are perceived as guidance of resources. User fees IMF Publications
a major problem in the CIS economies. shouldn't be the primary means of fi-
* In Central and Eastern Europe high nance. There is evidence that the To order: lMF Publication Services, 700-
taxes and tax regulations are considered wealthy are willing to pay a lot more for 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D.C.
the most serious regulation-related ob- improving health care than the poor. If 20431, United States, tel. 202-623-7430,
stacles, followed by lack of financing, governments charge the average "will- fax 202-623-7201.
corruption, and inflation. ingness to pay," the wealthy will use the
To order: Michael Geller, Room N7-078, services more, and the poor, less. Sharmini Coorey, Mauro Mecagni, and
tel. 202-473-1393, fax 202-522-0056, To order: Cynthia Bernardo, Room N10- Erik Offerdal, Designing Programs in
Email: wdr@worldbank org 053, tel. 202-473-1148, fax 202-522- Transition Economies: The Implica-

1154, Email: prdpe@worldbank.org tions of Relative Price Adjustment,
Aymo Brunetti, Gregory Kisunko, and IMF no. 1, 1997.
Beatrice Weder, Credibility of Rules Yushu Feng, China and the Multilat-
and Economic Growth: Evidence from eral Investment Guarantee Agency Zuliu Hu and Mohsin S. Khan, Why Is
a Worldwide Survey of the Private 1763, May 1997, 37 p. China Growing So Fast? IMF Eco-
Sector, 1760, April 1997, 40 p. To order: Elisabeth Beers, Room U12- nomic Issues no. 8, 1997, 10 p.
To order: Michael Geller, Room N7-078, 121, tel. 202-473-6175, fax 202-522-
tel. 202-473-1393, fax 202-522-0056, 2640, Email: ebeers@worldbankorg CASE Publications, Poland
Email: wdr@worldbankorg

Hans P Binswanger and Klaus Deininger To order: Center for Social and Economic
Susmita Dasgupta, Mainul Huq, and Explaining Agricultural and Agrarian Research (CASE), Bagatela 14, 00-585
David Wheeler, Bending the Rules: Dis- Policies in Developing Countries, Warsaw, Poland, tel. 4822-628-0912, fax
cretionary Pollution Control in China, 1765, May 1997, 76 p. 4822-628-6581, Email: case@case.
1761, May 1997, 24 p. To order: Dean Housden, Room S 11-046, com.pl
To order: Evelyn de Castro, Room N10- tel. 202-473-6637, fax 202-522-3307,
019, tel. 202-458-9121, fax 202-522- Email: dhousden@worldbankorg Stanislaw Wellisz, A Brief Survey of
3230, Email.edecastro@worldbank.org Macroeconomic Problems and Poli-

Estelle James, New Systems for Old Age cies, 87, September 1996, 25 p.
Paul J. Gertler and Jeffrey S. Hammer, Security: Theory, Practice, and Empiri-
Strategies for Pricing Publicly Pro- cal Evidence, 1766, May 1997, 41 p. Wladyslaw Jermakowicz and Berlin
vided Health Services, 1762, May To order: Selina Khan, Room N8-024, Irishev, The Banking System in
1997, 36 p tel. 202-473-3651, fax 202-522-1153, Kazakstan, 89, September 1996, 37 p.

Email:skhan8 @ worldbank. org
Public spending on health can have mul- Lucjan T. Orlowski, The Path of Exchange
tiple functions: improve health outcomes, Estelle James, Pension Reform: Is Rates in the Polish Economic Trans-
promote nonhealth aspects of well-being There a Tradeoff between Efficiency formation, 90, October 1996, 22 p.
(such as reducing individuals' risk of eco- and Equity? 1767, May 1997, 24 p.
nomic losses from health crises), and fi- City University School Publications,
nance redistribution to the poor. Prices Traditional social security systems have United Kingdom
for curative services (user fees) can raise been justified on the grounds that they
revenue, freeing public resources to be are equitable and redistribute to low-in- To order: clo Mrs. Debra Durston, Dept.
reallocated to public health activities and come groups. Pension reforms should Secretary, Room F-1344, Department of
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Banking and Finance, City University continue operations under a currency that governments should support SMEs,
Business School (CUBS), FrobisherCres- board arrangement should be well-capi- not only through appropriate macroeco-
cent, Barbican Centre, London, EC,2Y talized, sufficiently liquid, and closely nomic policies, but also through export
8HB, United Kingdom, tel. 44171-477- monitored. Once the institutional frame- promotion measures and entrepreneur
8000, fax 44171-477-8880. work to support profitable loan portfo- training.

lios begins to develop, commercial credit
Robert B. K. Pye, The A-B-Bs of the could gradually expand. Support for Improvement in Gover-
East: Asea Brown Boveri in Central * Enterprises undergo thorough re- nance and Management in Central and
Europe, A Case Study, March 1997. form. The planned restrictions to subsi- Eastern European Countries (SIGMA)

dies and credit will affect many firms. Publications, France
Robert B. K. Pye, Foreign Direct In- The government can make the threat of
vestment in Central Europe (the Czech insolvency credible by isolating and To order: SIGMA-OECD, 2, rue Andre-
Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, shutting down the worst loss-making Pascal, 75775 Paris, Cedex 16, France,
and Slovakia): Results from a Survey enterprises. tel. 331-45-24-79-00, fax 331-45-24-13-00,
of Major Western Investors, March * Budget deficits are financed almost Email: sigma.contact@oecd.org, Web:
1997. exclusively from external sources or http://www.oecd.org/puma/sigmaweb

from privatization revenue, at least in
Robert B. K. Pye, The Lion Roars Back the early stage of the currency board Civil Service Pension Schemes,
into Budapest: The Generali Groulp in operation. Repurchasing or restructuring SIGMA Papers 10, 1997, 124 p.
Hungary, A Case Study, March 1997. part of government debt may also be

necessary. Over the medium term, in- WIIW Publications
OECD Publications centives and the state revenue can be

improved simultaneously through cutting To order: WIIW, The Vienna Institute for
To order: OECD Washington Center, 2001 taxes, while also making tax laws and Comparative Economic Studies,
L Street, N.W, Suite 650, Washington, regulations more stable, thus ensuring Oppolzergasse 6, A-1010 Vienna, Austria,
D.C. 20036-4922, United States, tel. 202- strict enforcement. tel. 431-533-6610, fax 431-533-6610-50.
785-6323 or 1-800-456-6323, fax 202-;785- * Incentives for foreign investment are
0350. strengthened. Foreign investors and fi- Michael Landesmann, Emerging Pat-

nancial institutions can improve corporate terns of European Industrial Special-
OECD Economic Surveys: Bulgaria governance, which is vital to successful ization: Implication for Labor Market
1997, CCET-OECD, Paris, 1997, 151 p. restructuring and the future development Dynamics in Eastern and Western

of capital markets. Europe, 230, September 1996, 21 p.
Bulgaria needs to follow a comprehen- [The contributions of Stephan Barisitz,
sive course of reform to overcome its OECD Economics Department, CEE Peter Havlik, Exchange Rates, Com-
current crisis, including reform of the Division, are highly appreciated.] petitiveness and Labor Costs in Cen-
banking sector, closure of loss-making tral and Eastern Europe, 231, October
enterprises, and introduction of confi- Systems for Financing Newly Emerg- 1996, 19 p.
dence-building measures. Any program ing Private Enterprises in Transition
aimed at macroeconomic stabilization Economies, 1996, 144 p. Eastern exchange rate and wage cost
should deal simultaneously with loss- competitiveness will persist as long as
making firms and insolvent or undercapi- Newly emerging enterprises in transition the transition countries' income and pro-
talized commercial banks. Credibility in countries, particularly small and medium- ductivity lags behind the industrial coun-
economic policy should be restored. Un- size enterprises (SMEs), continue to tries'. Increased protectionism against
der the currency board arrangemert, a experience difficulties in obtaining finan- imports from Central and Eastern Eu-
fixed exchange rate would be enforced cial resources for their development. An rope (CEE) would only prolong the ex-
through backing up the value of domes- OECD-CCET (Centre for Cooperation isting gaps and endanger the already
tic currency 100 percent with foreign cur- with the Economies in Transition) work- fragile political and social stability in the
rency reserves. But it can only be shop on financing newly emerging pri- region. Excessive currency undervalua-
successful if, at the same time: vate enterprises in transition economies, tion in relation to purchasing power par-
* Commercial banks are tightly con- held last year in Paris, and supported ity can be eliminated relatively quickly,
trolled. Banks that are allowecl to bytheJapanesegovernment,concluded but wages in dollar terms will not soon
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catch up to Western levels. The West The authors focus on the export perfor- influence would wane. That would allow
will have to cope with competition from mance of eight small transition econo- reformers to push forward without the
cheap labor in the East for years (if not mies, with special emphasis on the need of support from the regions. The
decades) to come. A gradual conver- behavior of exporting enterprises. In de- ability of reformers to act independently
gence can be achieved only if accom- termining export performance, the do- of local governments would allow power
panied by productivity improvements, mestic economic situation as well as the to be devolved to ground-level units with-
better market access, and higher ex- inherited conditions and strategies of the out having to share it with local govern-
ports in CEE countries. enterprises seem to be more important ments.

than foreign demand characteristics.
Frank Stolze, The Central and East Eu- Exports have played a key role in the Successful devolution of power down to
ropean Currency Phenomenon Recon- transition economies' recent recovery the level of the enterprise and house-
sidered, 232, December 1996, 22 p. from recession. Dismantling of remain- hold may require oversight by a strong

ing barriers will be critical as these coun- central state if authority is not to be
Leon Podkaminer and others, Year-End tries become more integrated with the usurped by some intermediate level of
1996: Mixed Results in the Transition Western world. government. This proposition contradicts
Countries, 233, February 1997, 63 p. the popular perception that strong cen-

Bruno Dallago and Luigi Mittone (eds.), tralized state power is necessarily incom-
Michael Landesmann and Johann Economic Institutions, Markets and patible with the establishment of market
Burgstaller, Vertical Product Differen- Competition: Centralization and De- institutions.
tiation in EU Markets: The Relative centralization in the Transformation
Position of East European Producers, of Economic Systems, August 1996, Rejection of the characteristics of highly
234a, February 1997, 13 p. 416 p. collectivist and totalitarian societies should

not imply embracing the more extreme
Edward Elgar Publishing, Inc., John Gibson and Philip Hanson, Trans- forms of individualistic societies. Nor can
Publications formation from Below: Local Power one assume that once given the freedom

and the Political Economy of Post- to do so, individuals will be willing and able
To order: Katy Wight, Edward Elgar Pub- Communist Transitions, 1996, 344 p. to seize the opportunity to detach them-
lishing, Inc., PO. Box 330, Lyme, New selves from a previous by austere but nev-
Hampshire 03768, United States, tel. Tarmo Haavisto (ed.), The Transition to ertheless secure environment and plunge
603-795-2282, fax 603-795-2818, Email: a Market Economy: Transformation into the market. Uncertainty and imper-
kwighthe-elgar.com and Reform in the Baltic States, Janu- fect information are constraints facing all

ary 1997, 272 p. economic agents, but they are especially
Sten Berglune and Frank H. Aarebrot, so for residents in economies in transi-
The Political History of Eastern Eu- Herman W. Hoen, The Transformation tion. China's economic reform has been a
rope in the 20th Century:The Struggle of Economic Systems in Central Eu- balancing act between competition and co-
between Democracy and Dictatorship, rope, May 1997, 256 p. operation and between the local and cen-
February 1997, 208 p. tral governments.

Leong Liew, The Chinese Economy in
Simon Clarke, The Russian Enterprise in Transition: From Plan to Market, 1997, Martin Myant, Frank Fleischer, Kurt
Transition: Case Studies, 1996, 416 p. 188 p. Hornschild, Ruzena Vintrova, Karel

Zeman, and Zdenek Soucek, Success-
Paul Cook, Colin Kirkpatrick, and A strong central state can win over an ful Transformations? The Creation of
Frederick I. Nixson, Privatization, En- increasing number of government and Market Economies in Eastern Ger-
trepreneurship and Economic Re- party officials to the cause of reform. manyandtheCzechRepublic,Decem-
form, July 1997, 320 p. Once this constituency is sufficiently ber 1996, 288 p.

large, reformers would no longer require
Richard N. Cooper and Janos Gacs, the regions to act as a countervailing Milica Uvalic and Daniel Vaughan-White-
Trade Growth in Transition Econo- power to the central ministries in push- head, Privatization Surprises in Transi-
mies: Export Impediments for Central ing for more market reforms. This doesn't tion Economies: Employee-Ownership
and Eastern Europe, April 1997, 384 p. mean that these ministries necessarily in Central and Eastern Europe, April

would become agents of reform, but their 1997, 320 p.
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The sale and free distribution of enter- of the CIS, 39, Myasnitskaya Str., 103450 To order: Review of Economies in Transi-
prise shares to employed workers and Moscow, Russia, tel. 7-095-207-46-51 tion, Bank of Finland, Unit for Eastern
managers have become frequent and 207-42-37, fax 7-095-207-45-92, European Economies, PO. Box 160, FIN-
privatization methods in many transi- Email: statpro@sovam.com 00101 Helsinki, Finland, tel. 358-9-183-
tion economies. This book considers 2268, fax 358-9-183-2294, Email:
employee ownership in fourteen trarisi- John P. Hardt, China's Economic Fu- paivi.pellikka@bofnet.fi
tion economies. ture, 2010 and 2020, CRS Report for

Congress, Library of Congress, United Bartlomiej Kaminski (ed.), Economic
Other Publications States, February 1997. Transition in Russia and the New

States of Eurasia, The International
Madeleine Andreff and Wladimir Andreff, Investing in Russia's Securities Market: Politics of Eurasia, vol. 8, M.E. Sharpe,
Foreign Direct Investment in Russia An IndependentAssessment of the State United States, 1996, 430 p.
and CIS Countries: Employment and of Play: December 1996, Geonomics In-
Attractiveness, Fourth EACES Confer- stitute, United States, 1996, 130 p. The volume includes the following chap-
ence, France, September 12-14, 1996, Toorder:Geonomics, 14 HillcrestAvenue, ters: "Economic Transition in Russia,
pp. 1-28. Middlebury, Vermont 05753, United Ukraine, and Belarus: A Comparative

States, tel. 802-388-9619, fax 802-388- Perspective," by M. Dabrowski and R.
Annual Report 1996 of the Institute for 9627, Email: geonomic@midd-unix. Antczak; "Integrating the Unofficial
Economic Research, March 1997, 54 p. middleburyedu Economy into the Dynamics of Post-
To order: Institute for Economic Re- Socialist Economies: A Framework of
search, Kardeljeva ploscad 17, 1000 Stefan Janssens, Globalization, Wages, Analysis and Evidence," by D. Kaufman
Ljubljana, Slovenia, tel. 386-61-1328- and Employment in Industrialized and A. Kalibdera; "Poverty and Inequal-
151, fax 386-61-342-760, Intemet: http:/ Countries: An Overview, Leuven Insti- ity in Transition Economies: What Has
/www.ier.si/ tute for Central and East European Stud- Actually Happened," by B. Milanovic; "Re-

ies Working Paper no.61, Belgium, 1997, forming Intergovernmental Relations:
Bulletin du ROSES, Reforme et 42 p. Russia and the Challenge of Fiscal Fed-
Ouverture des Systemes Economiques To order: Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, eralism," by C. Wallich; "Global Integra-
(post) Socialistes, France. Ch. Deberiotstraat 34, 3000 Leuven, tion and the Convergence of Interests
To order: ROSES, Universite de Paris I, Belgium, tel. 3216-326-598, fax 3216- among Key Actors in the West, Russia,
90, rue de Tolbiac, 75634 Paris, Cedex 326-599. Ukraine, and the Commonwealth of In-
13, France, tel. 0140-771-848, fax 01.45- dependent States," by J. P. Hardt and G.
847-889. Panu Kalmi, Ownership Change in R. Rodkey; and "Factors Affecting Trade

Employee-Owned Enterprises in Po- Reorientation of the Newly Independent
Ariel Cohen, Serhman Garnett, Stephen land and Russia, Review of Economies States," by B. Kaminski.
Blank, and Jacob W. Kipp, The Futtre in Transition, Finland, vol. 1, 1997, 69 p. To order: M.E. Sharpe, Inc., 80 Business
of the Russian Military: Managing Park Drive, Armong, New York 10504,
Geopolitical Change and Institutional Without the support of insider manag- United States.
Decline, The Heritage Lectures 578, ers and workers, privatization could not
United States, 1996, 19 p. have been carried out in Poland or Rus- Mieczyslaw Kabaj, Programmes and
To order: The Heritage Foundation, 214 sia. The low level of investment seen Strategies for Counteracting Unem-
Massachusetts Avenue, N.E., Washing- may follow from conditions of high un- ployment and the Promotion of Pro-
ton, D.C.20002-4999, United States, tel. certainty and lack of capital, rather than ductive Employment in Poland,
202-546-4400, Internet: http://www. from particular ownership. Employee- ILO-CCET Report 15, International La-
heritage.org owned enterprises respond to market bor Office, Hungary, 1996, 52 p.

signals just like other firms, increasing
The Commonwealth of Independent investment if profitability improves and Part I deals with growing unemployment
States in 1996: Short Handbook of reducingworkforceintimesofrecession. in economic transition-its structure,
Preliminary Statistical Results, Inter- Insider-owned enterprises, controlled by causes, and consequences. Part II at-
state Statistical Committee of the CIS, the "wrong" managers, could constitute tempts to evaluate the effectiveness and
Moscow, 1997, 314 p. a real hazard in the form of asset strip- impact of labor market policies and pro-
To order: Interstate Statistical Committee ping and rent seeking. grams. An employment program can
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only become more effective if it gains a to become fully integrated with Europe. Newsletters/Special Publications
prominent place within social and eco- The Baltics are presently focused on
nomic policies at all levels. Joint efforts the outcome of the European Union's Association for the Study of the Cuban
by the central and local governments (EU's) Intergovernmental Conference Economy Newsletter.
and the legislature can reverse the nega- (IGC). By 1998 the IGC must decide To order: ASCE, 5881-6th Street, Falls
tive employment processes that have on the scope of Eastern enlargement Church, Virginia 22041, United States, tel.
taken hundreds of thousands of people and, in particular, designate when and 703-379-8812, Email: pereziop@erols.com
out of the workforce. under what terms the Baltics are to be
To order: ILO-CCET Budapest H-1066, admitted to the EU. Czech Republic Business and Invest-
Mozsar u. 14, Hungary. To order: Review of Economies in Tran- ment News, published by Fandango for

sition, Bank of Finland, Unit for Eastern the Ministry of Trade and Industry of the
Babtunde Lawal, The Gelede Spectacle: European Economies, P.O. Box 160, Czech Republic.
Art, Gender, and Social Harmony in an FIN-00101 Helsinki, Finland, tel. 358-9- To order: Fandango, 1613 Escalero Road,
African Culture, University of Washington 183-2268, fax 358-9-183-2294, Email: Santa Rosa, California 95409, United
Press, United States, 1996, 327 p. paivi.pellikka Mbofnet.fi States, tel./fax 707-539-2772, Email:
To order: University of Washington Press, info@fandangousa.com
PFO. Box 50096 Seattle, Washington Review and Outlook for Eastern Eu-
98145-5096, United States, tel. 1-800- rope, PlanEcon, United States, Decem- East European Constitutional Re-
441-4115 or 206-543-8870, Email: ber 1996, 243 p. view, publishedquarterlybyCentral Eu-
uwpord@U.washington.edu To order: PlanEcon, Inc., 1111-14th ropean University and the University of

Street, N. W., Suite 801, Washington, Chicago Law School.
Michal Mejstrik (ed.), The Privatization D.C. 20005-5603, tel. 202-898-0471, fax To order: CSCEE, The University of Chi-
Process in East-Central Europe: Evo- 202-898-0445. cago Law School, 111 East 60th Street,
lutionary Process of Czech Chicago, Illinois, 60637, United States.
Privatization, Kluwer Academic Pub- Round Table on Strengthening Banks
lishers, The Netherlands, 1997, 330 p. in Central and Eastern Europe, European Encyclopaedia of Polish Industry, a
To order: Kluwer Academic Publishers Bank for Reconstruction and Development, publication of the Polish Agency for For-
Group, Distribution Centre, PO. Box 322, United Kingdom, April, 1996, 84 p. eign Investment, published by Sterling
3300 AH Dordrecht, The Netherlands; or Publications, Limited.
in the United States: 101 Philip Drive, The Russian Far East: A Business To order: Sterling Publishing Group Plc,
Assinippi Park, Norwell, Massachusetts Reference Guide (Third Edition, 55a North Wharf Road, London W2
02061, United States. 1997-98), Russian Far East Update, 1XR, United Kingdom, tel. 44-171-915-

United States, 1997, 280 p. 9660, fax 44-171-724-2089, Email:
Opening and Operating Offices in To order: Ms. Clay Berry, Business Man- 100632.1573@ compuserve.com
Eastern Europe and the CIS, The ager, The Russian Far East Update, lB Review, published by the Institute of
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